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about the project

evaluation of key components of the legal order: the activity for creation of
legal provisions by the National Assembly and by the bodies of the executive
authority; constitutional and judicial control over the laws and bylaws;
interpretative activity of the supreme courts; transposition and application
of European Law; practice of the European Court of Human Rights.
As far as the awareness and the compliance with the legal order is a
function of the degree of maturity of the society and of its trust in public
institutions, the survey includes a public opinion research as well.
The fourth issue of Legal Barometer continues the survey of the situation
and development of the legal order by covering the period July – December
2011. It provides data about the monitored indicators, analysed in a
comparative manner as regards previous periods.

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
I would like to present to you the fourth issue of Legal Barometer – a civil
initiative for periodic monitoring, analysis and evaluation of the situation
and development of the legal order in Bulgaria. The project is implemented
by the Center for Legal Initiatives Association with the support of America
for Bulgaria Foundation. The team comprises lawyers experienced in the
area of legislation and legal practice, university professors, PhD students
and law students from Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski.
The Legal Barometer is published twice a year and each issue covers a
period of 6 months. Until now we have presented three issues of the Legal
Barometer comprising the periods January – June 2010; July – December
2010 and January – June 2011, respectively. They can be accessed from
the internet page of the Center for Legal Initiatives: www.cli-bg.org.

Additionally, the fourth issue enriches the analysis in several key aspects:
new indicators for surveying the legislative activity are included (number
of acts, subject of control for constitutionality; number of acts whose
provisions are announced as anticonstitutional); the constitutional control
part includes analysis of the decrees for return for repeated discussion
of adopted acts (i.e. the presidential veto); considerably more are the
acts adopted within the surveyed period which have been analysed in
terms of content; for the first time the survey analyses a separate draft act
submitted to the National Assembly but not adopted yet.
The topic of the issue presents several key problems of the criminal
jurisdiction in Bulgaria.
Our special guest is the Prosecutor General of the Republic of Bulgaria
– Mr. Boris Velchev, and we are grateful for his support and his stated
opinion.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude once again to our partners
from the America for Bulgaria Foundation, as well as for the personal
involvement of Mrs. Mira Radeva from the Institute for research and
marketing MBMD and of Mr. Veselin Todorov from Ciela publishing house.
Daniel Valtchev
Project Manager

The methodology for conducting the survey represents a system of
indicators with predominantly quantitative character for monitoring and
4
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guest of the issue

What is practically projected in the legislation could hardly be named
stable and consistent policy. Most often it is about situational reactions
as a result of specific public problem for increase of the punishment
either because of the opportunity to use special means of investigation or
because of the necessity to demonstrate severity of the repression or in
order to transpose provisions from EU law.
I have no universal recipe for what needs to be done in order to achieve
higher effectiveness in the system of penal jurisdiction. I think that the
penal policy is a policy in the proper meaning of this word and it reflects
the will of each separate government. If the government decides that
suspended punishments and settlements in the event of death caused
by carelessness in road accidents should be restricted in order to achieve
more successful prevention it should just increase punishments or ban
settlements. On the contrary, if the government and the parliamentary
majority decide that a crime does not impose the necessary form of public
threat and it should be decriminalized, they may do so bearing the risk of
public disapproval. I am saying this in order to highlight that penal policy
should be flexible in addition to being stable and predictable.

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
I accepted the invitation to be the guest of the fourth issue of the Legal
barometer without any hesitation. Not only because I respect and
sympathize with the professionalisme and energy of the team of this project
but also because I believe that the otherwise overloaded informational
environment needs an impartial legal overview of the matters related to
the development of the legislation in Bulgaria. The topic of the issue was
an additional incentive to share my views on the penal policy in our country.
In Bulgaria there have always been two penal policies. One is virtual –
strategies and concepts which as a rule sound good are adopted. We may
argue about them as well but there would hardly be any sense – they are
not implemented in practice anyway.
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Traditionally in our country it is considered that all that is wrong, illegal in
the broad sense of the word or even immoral should be prosecuted and
punished by the means of criminal law. If you ask a random person in
the street who should be responsible for all those cases of inexplicable
wealth he will most probably answer that it is the prosecutor’s office. No
one will think that if someone has a high standard of living and does
not pay taxes, the first institution to be interested in him should be the
tax administration. If it is about persons who are suspected of criminal
activity the interest should be doubled by the police authorities. When
both institutions are doing their job, the prosecutor’s office can be referred
to as well, as long as there is confirmation about committed crime. Now
the pyramid is reversed – everyone expects from the prosecutor’s office
to say why someone is obviously rich without doing anything which
results in legal income. I am saying this not because I want to defend the
prosecutor’s office – I am just thinking that the penal policy cannot be
successfully implemented if it is detached from the general state policy of
counteracting crime.
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For me the first element of the successful penal policy is the activation of
the control system. This is the only way to establish order which will ensure
that crime is not committed. The non-punishability of the administrative
breaches unfailingly results in encouragement of crime committing.
Prevention is a prerequisite for a successful penal policy. Even though
the timely detection of crimes and punishment of crimes is important, it
is also important that law should not create favourable environment for
committing those crimes.
There cannot be penal policy if it is not preceded by knowledge of the
structure and dynamics of crime. Unfortunately, in 2010 the Council for
criminological investigation was closed in Bulgaria. This decision is hard
to explain.

aquarium fish justifies five years of imprisonment. No matter what harm is
done to a fish, this should not result in similar brutal violation of the most
significant human right – freedom. Let us imagine the embezzlement
of a rather impressive sum of money sufficient to buy two expensive
cars for example, and think whether such sum may justify 20 years of
imprisonment (Art. 203 of the PC)
To put it simply – penal policy may be influenced by the party colour of
each parliamentary majority but it will be reasonable only if it does not
sacrifice human freedom lightly in defense of incomparable values.
Boris Velchev
Prosecutor General

It is high time we understood that criminal law is ultima ratio. We should
resort to it only if justice and retribution cannot be achieved otherwise. A
clever legislator should justly distribute the load between the penal and
administrative legal regulation. This necessitates in doing complete review
of the Penal Code and to proceed to decriminalizing those crimes which
can successfully, promptly and effectively be sanctioned administratively.
Let us think about it, when at the very beginning of a penal procedure
it becomes clear that the deed may be punished only with a penalty
imposed administratively (Art. 78a PC) why this should happen with a
criminal procedure?
I understand that decriminalization bears political risk of public lack
of understanding. In the worst case it would be good if deeds were not
expressly criminalized due to populist reasons. I am not sure whether
one should be criminally liable for organizing demonstration fights with
aquarium fish (Art. 325a PC). If the National Assembly wants to protect
animals from mindless cruelty, it is better to do it through the punishments
in the Animal Protection Act. I am not sure who we are trying to deceive
that if we criminalized a deed, the responsibility for it would be borne in
due time. The penal procedure is the slowest procedure there is – it is
worth keeping it for the really dangerous crimes where the guarantees to
victims and to offenders justify the slow and formal procedure.
Finally, let us think about the lightness with which the Penal Code valuates
human freedom. I am not sure whether the above organization of fight of
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i. legislative
activity

D

uring the period July – December 2011 68 acts were adopted by
the National Assembly and promulgated in State Gazette (Table 1)
or between 11 and 12 acts per month. These 68 acts are as follows: 5 new acts, 47 acts for amendment and supplementation (ASA) and
16 ratifications. In comparison to the preceding 6-month period (January
– June 2011), the National Assembly adopted 21 acts fewer. Compared
to the same period of the preceding year (July – December 2010) the
adopted acts are by 35 fewer. This is the smallest number of adopted acts
within four 6-month periods. Only in the period January – June 2010 a
comparable number of acts were adopted (71) but it should be taken into
account that commonly the second half of the year is more active in terms
of legislative activity since this is when budgets and tax acts are adopted.
A possible explanation for the decreased work intensity of the National
Assembly in the period July – December 2011 is the fact that during the
reviewed period presidential and local elections were held (23 and 30
October 2011) and the Members of Parliament took extraordinary recess
during the election campaign (12 – 21 October).

6-month periods, it may be established that the average number of acts
adopted within one 6-month period is 83. This number is completely
commensurate with the average number of the acts adopted for half a
year by the previous two National Assemblies – 90 (40th NA) and 79 (39th NA). More significant differences are observed regarding the average
number of the new acts adopted for a 6-month period – between 6 and 7
for the 41st NA and between 12 and 13 for the 40-th NA.
Figure 1

ADOPTED ACTS
2010

2011
174
156

111

102

50

40

13 14

Table 1

ADOPTED ACTS

Source: State Gazette; www.parliament.bg

Period

Total

New

ASA

Ratifications

January - June 2010

71

6

43

22

July - December 2010

103

7

68

28

January - June 2011

88

9

55

24

July - December 2011

68

5

47

16

Source: State Gazette; www.parliament.bg

Generally in 2011 156 acts were adopted or 18 acts fewer than in 2010
(Fig. 1). The number of the new acts in 2011 and 2010 is almost the
same – 14, respectively 13 acts. Based on the data collected for four
10

1.2. Of the new acts, 2 provide for a specific matter with a separate act
for the first time – The Act for the Activity of the Collective Investment
Schemes and of Other Enterprises for Collective Investment and the
Bulgarian News Agency Act. The remaining 3 new acts provide for relations
regarding the budget for 2012 and their adoption is statutory – the 2012
State Budget of the Republic of Bulgaria Act, the 2012 Budget of the
National Health Insurance Fund Act and the 2012 Budget of the State
Public Social Security Act (the acts regulating budget relations have one
calendar year term of effect and the terms for their adoption are provided
for by law.
11

1.3. It was already stated that in the period July – December 2011 the
National Assembly adopted 47 ASA. Similarly to the preceding surveyed
periods these ASA actually amend and supplement fewer acts. In this
particular case, 47 ASA amend 45 acts since 2 of the acts have been
amended and supplemented by more than one ASA (Table 2). These are
the Labour Code and the Penal Procedure Code.
1.4. Again there is a significant number of acts which have been amended
more than once within the surveyed period (both by ASA and transitory
and final provisions of other acts) – 19 or over 40% of the acts (Table
2). Within four consecutive 6-month periods this number has become
over 30%. During the current period the leaders in this respect are the
Insurance Code, the Social Security Code and the Penal Procedure Code
with 3 amendments and supplements each. There is certain improvement
in comparison to the preceding period when there were 3 acts which were
amended and supplemented 4 times. However, it is worth noting that the
Social Security Code, e.g., was amended and supplemented 14 times in
total during 2010 and 2011 (or 7 times a year on average) and one more
time in January 2012.
1.5. There is certain decrease with regard to the first half of 2011 in the
indicator number of acts which have been amended and supplemented in
the preceding 6-month period as well. Then this number was 38 or over
70% of the amended acts and upon this analysis 27 were established
or 60% of the amended acts. If we add up the number of amendments
and supplements for the two periods (July – December 2011 and January
– June 2011) we observe the following more interesting examples: the
Penal Procedure Code and the Income Tax of the Individuals Act – with
5 amendments and supplements, the Bulgarian personal documents
act, the Roads Act, the Medicinal Products in the Human Medicine Act,
the Social Security Code, the Labour Code, the Control over the Narcotic
Substances and Precursors Act, the Hunting and Protection of Game
Act, the Public Procurements Act, the Tax and Social Security Procedure
Act, the Excise Duty and Tax Storages Act – with 4 amendments and
supplements each.
1.6. The transitory and final provisions of the adopted 47 ASA provide
for amendments and supplements in another 101 acts. Thus, together
with the 45 acts which they amend and supplement directly, the total
12

number of the amended and supplemented acts for the period July –
December 2011 amounts to 146 or by 64 fewer than compared to the
first half of 2011. Even though there is a certain decrease regarding the
preceding 6-month period, it is insignificant particularly when comparing
the relative values – 1 ASA, adopted during the current period amends
and supplements over 3 acts on average, and 1 ASA adopted within the
preceding period amends and supplements 4 acts on average.
Table 2

AMENDMENT AND SUPPLEMENTATION ACTS
Period

No. of acts
No. of acts
amended by
amended by the
more than 1
adopted ASA
ASA

No. of acts
No. of acts Total number of
No. of acts
amended durig amended by TFP amended and
amended more
the preceding of the adopted supplemented
than once
period as well
acts
acts

January - June 2010

39

4

13

-*

69

108

July - December 2010

65

3

40

25

231

296

January - June 2011

52

3

22

38

158

210

July - December 2011

45

2

19

27

101

146

Source: Ciela
* The first period covered by the survey is the period January – June 2010 and data for preceding periods is not available.

1.7. Since their coming into effect the acts subject of this survey have
been amended and supplemented 944 in total or 19 times each on
average upon average duration of their effect 12 years (Table 3). During
the preceding three 6-month periods the adopted acts were amended
and supplemented as follows: January – June 2011 – 17 times each on
average upon average duration of their effect 11 years; July – December
2010 – 20 times on average each upon average duration of their effect
9 years. Even though we cannot make an absolute juxtaposition of the
data from the four consecutive 6-month periods due to inclusion in the
survey of legislative acts which differ in number and matter, this data
clearly depicts the fast pace of amendment of the legislation, it indicates
randomness and lack of long term vision for development of the policies
in the respective sector, respectively the legislation in which they are
reflected.
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1.8. In the period July – December 2011 a more considerable decrease
of the average yearly number of amendments and supplements per act
may be established. This number is 1,2 per act at 2,1 respectively for the
period January – June 2011; 2,6 for the period July – December 2010 and
2,4 for the period January – June 2010.
1.9. The observation for the increased pace of amendments of the legislation during the last 5 years is confirmed without any doubt again. Out of
all 944 amendments and supplementations 691 or over 70% were made
during the last 5 years. This process within the framework of four consecutive 6-month periods is one and the same.
During the current period the number of the acts amended and supplemented 10 and more times after 2005 has decreased – 29 out of a total
number of 45 surveyed acts or about 65%. During the preceding 6-month
period this number was over 80%. The number of acts which have been
amended and supplemented 10 and more times after 2005 within the
four surveyed periods is over 60%.
1.10. There is no change regarding the number of the acts amended and
supplemented more than once a year – as well as during the preceding
two periods, 90% (41) of the acts have been amended more than once a
year.
1.11. During the surveyed period there is a considerable increase in the
number of acts amended in the very first year of their coming into effect
– 26 or 57% of the surveyed acts. It is worth noting that 16 of these 26
acts are relatively new (adopted after 2005). By way of comparison during
the preceding six-month period the number of the acts amended in the
first year of their coming into effect amounts to 22 or 42% of the surveyed
acts, where 10 of these acts were adopted after 2005.
1.12. We can again provide as example acts which have been amended
before coming into effect. Such as, the Commercial Register Act amended
5 times before coming into effect, the VAT Act, amended 3 times before
coming into effect and the Excise Duty and Tax Stores Act, amended once
before coming into effect.
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Тable 3

PACE OF AMENDMENT OF THE LEGISLATION

Period

No. of acts
No. of acts
Total No. of
No. of
Average No.
No. of acts
Average No. amended in
amended
amendments amendments of amendamended
of amend- the 1st year
10 and more
and supple- from 2005 ments per
more than
ments per act of effectivetimes after
ments
until now
year
once a year
ness
2005

January - June 2010

777

565

2,4

19,9

23

34

26

July - December 2010

1237

900

2,6

19,0

43

60

41

January - June 2011

1035

757

2,1

16,5

22

47

42

July - December 2011

944

691

1,2

20,9

26

41

29

Source: Ciela

1.13. The leaders among the acts with the largest average yearly number
of amendments and supplementations are the Social Security Code, the
Tax and Social Security Procedure Code, the Income Tax of the Individuals
Act, the Insurance Code and the VAT Act (Fig. 1). As it was noted in the
previous survey, the dynamics of amendment of the tax act may be
explained partially by the character of these relations and their connection
to the budget and on the other hand with the fact that very often the
changes are necessary due to amendments to other acts. The high pace
of changes in the Social Security Code and the Insurance Code is difficult
to understand, however. The Social Security Code was adopted in 1999
and by the end of December 2011 it was amended 83 times where 56
of these amendments were made after 2005. The Insurance Code was
adopted in 2005 and it has 24 amendments and supplementations. The
rather intensive changes in these acts are undoubtedly a sign for the lack
of long term concept for the development of these important systems.
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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Source: Ciela

0,5

Source: Ciela

1.14. Among the acts with the lowest average yearly number of
amendments and supplementations from the reviewed ones for the period
are Decree No. 904 from 1963 for fighting petty crime, the War Veterans
Act, the Ownership Act, the Financial Management and Control in the
Public Sector Act, the Acknowledgement, Implementation and Sending
of Decisions for Confiscation or Seizure and Decisions for Imposing
Financial Sanctions Act (Fig. 2). The small number of amendments and
supplementations with some of these acts is due to the narrow scope of
public relations that they regulate – e.g. the War Veterans Act. With other
acts this is a matter of short term effect – e.g. the Acknowledgement,
Implementation and Sending of Decisions for Confiscation or Seizure and
Decisions for Imposing Financial Sanctions Act (in force since February
2010). For a third category acts the lack of high intensity of amendment
may be explained by the lack of dynamics in the respective public relations
– e.g. the Ownership Act.
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1.15. The analysis of the data regarding the deviations from the general
rule for coming into effect of the acts (3 days after promulgation of the
act in the State Gazette) shows that 11 (or over 20%) of the adopted acts
come into effect on the date of their promulgation in the State Gazette
and 3 envisage reverse effect of all or part of their provisions. This is a
considerable decrease with regard to the preceding period when it was
established that 40% of the adopted acts come into effect on the day
of their promulgation. The analysis of the following periods will show
whether there is a positive trend in this respect and the legislator resorts
less and less to this deviation from the general rule for coming into effect.
12 of the acts adopted in the second half of 2011 provide for a period
longer than 3 days for coming into effect – which may additionally enable
their addressees to get acquainted with the rules of conduct which they
contain.
1.16. The average stay at the National Assembly of the draft acts which
have turned into acts during the surveyed period is 83 days. This term
includes the period from submitting the draft acts to their final adoption
17

at second reading. It is by 40 days shorter in comparison to the preceding
6-month period. The decrease is due to the smaller concentration of
“tabled” draft acts during the current period.
Again there are draft acts which were adopted with extreme speed. The
Act for Amendment of the Commercial Register Act was adopted 6 days
after its submission to the National Assembly and the Act for Amendment
of the Penal Procedure Code (promulgated in SG, issue 61 of 9 August
2011) was adopted 26 days after its submission to the National Assembly.
This can be explained by the substance and scope of the proposed
amendments – postponement of the deadline for coming into effect of the
registered access to the Commercial Register, respectively postponement
of the commencement of the activity of the specialized penal court.
1.17. The data about the pending draft acts gives grounds to think
that the unfavourable trend for rather intensive pace of changes in the
legislation will continue in the following period as well. To 14 or about 30%
of the adopted acts there are pending, i.e. draft acts for amendments
and supplementations not yet adopted at second reading, which are
at various stages of the legislative process. It is of concern that 7 of
these draft acts were submitted immediately before the adoption of the
respective act subject of this analysis; therefore, it was clear that it had
just been amended. The most striking example in this regard is again
the Labour Code (LC). In the second half of 2011 it was amended and
supplemented two times by separate ASA. Meanwhile two more drafts of
ASA were submitted, where one of them was adopted and promulgated in
January 2012 and the other remains pending. It is even more absurd that
4 of the amendments of the Labour Code implemented in 2011 are by
the Council of Ministers which submitted the draft act adopted in January
2012. A similar example may be provided by the Public Procurements Act
amended in November by a government draft act where in December the
Council of Ministers submitted a draft of a new ASA.

data confirms the conclusion drawn from the preceding surveys that the
Council of Ministers has the greatest influence over the condition and the
development of the legislation. This is normal practice in the countries
with parliamentary form of state governance.
1.19. Within the scope of this survey this is the first time we offer analysis of
the acts adopted during the period from the point of view of the control for
constitutionality. This analysis enables us to seek the connection between
the changes in the legislation and their compliance with the Constitution.
15 of the 50 acts included in this survey (5 new and 45 acts amended
by ASA) or 30% have been subject of control for constitutionality from
their adoption to the present moment. In total the Constitutional Court
has issued 29 decisions on these 15 acts where 18 contain complete
or partial acknowledgement of the request and in 11 the requests have
been revoked. Provisions of 13 of the acts (26% of the surveyed acts) have
been announced as anticonstitutional. 6 of the acts have been subject of
constitutional control more than once where the leaders in this respect
are the Penal Code with 6 decisions of the Constitutional Court, the Social
Security Code with 4 decisions and the Labour Code and the VAT Act with
3 decisions. As far as in the predominant number of instances the referral
to the Constitutional Court is in a period which is relatively close to the
adoption of the respective legal change, the accumulation of data about
these indicators in subsequent periods will allow us to draw more general
conclusions for the constitutionality of the adopted acts.
1.20. The acts subject of this analysis envisage 535 different in type
and legal effect bylaws or about 11 bylaws on average per act (Table 4).
This data is completely commensurate with the data from the preceding
surveyed periods. Only for the period January – June 2010 the average
number of bylaws per act is a little lower than 10. For the remaining three
6-month periods the value of this indicator is over 10.

1.18. The data about the movants of the draft acts which have turned into
acts during the surveyed period shows again that the Council of Ministers
is the main movant of draft acts. It submitted 39 or 75% of the drafts for
the subsequently adopted acts, whereas the members of the National
Assembly submitted only 13 or 25% of them (the unified draft acts with a
different movant have been accounted for by ½ in both instances). This
18
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1.21. The acts adopted during the surveyed period envisage 77 new
bylaws in comparison to 68 for the preceding period when more acts
were adopted, however. 12 of the acts have increased the number of
the bylaws to their application. The more vivid examples in this respect
are the Cultural Heritage Act – with over 26 bylaws for its application,
of which 3 new, the Commercial Shipping Act – with over 37 bylaws, of
which 3 new ones, the Protection during Disasters Act – with 12 bylaws,
of which 5 new ones.

The largest total number of bylaws is for the Public Offering of Securities Act with
53 bylaws, followed by the Social Security Code with 49 bylaws, the Collective
Investment Schemes and Other Enterprises for Collective Investment Act with
45 bylaws and the Civil Aviation Act with 39 bylaws (Fig. 3).

Figure 3

1.22. The number of the acts adopted during the surveyed period which
envisage simultaneously rules for application and other bylaws is 8
to 16 for the period January – June 2011. The correlation of this data
towards the total number of adopted acts within the two periods shows a
percentage drop – from 26% during the preceding period to 16% for the
current period. The more interesting examples are those of the Roads
Act with rules for application and 14 other bylaws for its application, the
Hunting and Game Protection Act and the Customs Act with rules for
application and with 10 other bylaws each.

53
49
45
39
37
35
30
28

Тable 4

27

BYLAWS

Period

Total number of Average number of
bylaws
bylaws

26
Number of new
bylaws

Number of acts
Number of acts
simultaneously
with increased
with rules for apnumber of bylaws plication and other
acts

January - June 2010

429

9,5

23

11

2

July - December 2010

808 +

11,2

50 +

15

13

January - June 2011

652 +

10,9

68

16

16

July - December 2011

535 +

10,7

77

12

8

Source: Сiela
* The total number of bylaws does not include the structural rules of the authorities provided for by law.
* In some events the grounds for issuing bylaws are indicated rather generally, therefore, the total number of bylaws may be larger (this
is indicated with a “+” sign).
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Source: Ciela

1.23. Within the surveyed 6-month period a total number of 93 draft acts
was submitted to the National Assembly (without the ratifications). 20
of them are drafts of new acts and 73 are drafts of ASA (Table 5). The
number of the submitted draft acts has increased in comparison to the
preceding 6-month period, when they were 121, of which 6 drafts of new
acts and 115 drafts of ASA. This again may be explained with the reduced
pace of work of the National Assembly due to the held elections and the
recess during the election campaign.
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Тable 5

SUBMITTED DRAFT ACTS IN THE PERIOD JULY - DECEMBER 2011
Period

Total

New Acts

ASA

July

29

5

24

August

7

2

5

September

15

4

11

October

10

3

7

November

14

4

10

December

18

2

16

Total

93

20

73

1. The performed analysis of four consecutive 6-month periods confirms the
conclusions of instability and unpredictability of the Bulgarian legal order due to
a high degree of changeability of the legislative acts. Even though some positive
changes are observed in this survey according to certain indicators in comparison
to preceding periods (e.g. number of acts, amended and supplemented during the
preceding 6-month period as well; average yearly number of amendments and
supplementations of an act; deviations from the general rule for coming into effect)
it cannot be claimed that there is certain positive trend due to lack of complete
comparability of the data.

Source: www.parliament.bg
* The number of the draft acts does not include the drafts of acts for ratification. During the reviewed period the submitted ratifications
are 17, where 16 of them were adopted.

From the 93 draft acts submitted during the period July – December 2011
(without the ratifications) 33 are adopted, 18 are revoked, 2 are withdrawn
and 40 are still pending and are at various stages of the legislative process
(Table 6). From the adopted draft acts 24 are of the Council of Ministers
and 9 have been submitted by members of the National Assembly. This
data as well as the data about the revoked and withdrawn draft acts (18
revoked and 2 withdrawn draft acts of members of the National Assembly
and not one revoked or withdrawn draft act of the Council of Ministers) again
confirms the above conclusion that the Council of Ministers influences the
pace of change in the legislation to the highest extent.
Тable 6

DEVELOPMENT OF DRAFT ACTS SUBMITTED IN THE PERIOD JULY - DECEMBER 2011
Total

Council of Ministers

Members of
the National Assembly

Adopted

33

24

9

Rejected

18

0

18

Withdrawn

2

0

2

Pending

40

24

16

Source: www.parliament.bg
* The development of the draft acts submitted in the period July – December 2011 has been monitored up to 15 February 2011.
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Most important conclusions and recommendations:

2. The data about the pending draft acts gives grounds to consider that the
unfavourable trend for rather intensive pace of change in the legislation will continue
into the next period as well.
3. To a great extent these dynamics are generated by the Council of Ministers. It is
not only the main movant of the draft acts but as it was noted in previous surveys,
practically it relates to all draft acts reviewed by the National Assembly.
4. The high pace of change, particularly the amendment and supplementation of
acts too soon after their final amendment comes into effect shows randomness,
chaos and lack of long term vision for development of the policy and the legislation
in a particular public sphere.
5. The survey of four consecutive 6-month periods allows the establishment of a
trend for focusing of the amendments in the same spheres, in particular such that
affect the rights and interests of large groups of the population and based on this
they offer higher stability and predictability (e.g. the Labour Code and the Social
Security Code). The lack of long term vision and clear concept of the policy in such
spheres which are closely connected to the life plans of the people is of particular
concern.
6 .The analysis of the legislative activity (including the analysis under Item II) shows
that often the reason for amendments to the acts is their inapplicability by the state
authorities which are responsible for their implementation. This indicates that even
upon adoption of the respective legal position the legislator does not give enough
consideration to whether and how this may be implemented in practice, including if
it may be financially secured. It seems the authorities which have reference to the
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legislative process have the general feeling that the amendment to the act is an easy
and convenient instrument for overcoming their own irresponsible attitude to various
matters subject to statutory provisions. This vicious practice is intolerable since it
additionally prejudices the significance of law as important social regulator and it
has negative effect upon the attitude of society towards the observance of legal
order. It is hard to expect that when the one who establishes rules does not show
a serious attitude towards them, those who the rules refer to would demonstrate
sufficient seriousness in their regard.

ii. analysis
of some key acts

T

he conclusions and commentaries on the quality of some more
significant acts adopted within the reviewed 6-month period may
be formally distributed into the following basic groups:
Reforms and Acts
People or Rules
Other problems of the legislative activity

2.1. Reforms and Acts
This analysis includes two categories of acts in this group. On one hand,
these are acts claiming that they are establishing a legislative foundation for serious changes in certain sphere. On the other hand, within this
group fall acts amending a reform which has been legislatively implemented earlier in a certain public sphere (“reform of the reform”) which
indicates the lack of clear vision and short term approach.
2.1.1. One of the acts which attracted public attention and initiated
discussions due to a serious claim of the movants for a decisive step toward providing fiscal and macroeconomic stability is the Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Structure of the State Budget Act (SG,
issue 54 of 15 July 2011).
Regardless that formally the movants of the draft act are members of
the National Assembly (not to mention that again an act which claims
to offer significant reform in a particular sphere is submitted to the National Assembly without being backed up by the responsibility of the
Council of Ministers) practically the act is aimed at regulating two of
the three main points of the so called “financial stability pact”, publicly
proposed by the Minister of Finance: provision of a cap on the expenditures on the consolidated fiscal programme in the amount of 40% of
GDP, limit of the deficit in the amount of 2% of GDP and introduction of
qualified majority of 2/3 for change in the direct taxes. Since the last
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of the three proposals cannot be implemented without constitutional
change whereof qualified majority is necessary, the legislator settled for
implementing only the first two changes. This survey is not aimed at getting into professional dispute regarding the feasibility of the performed
amendments. Here the focus is predominantly on the inconsistency between the intention for serious reform stated by the movants, the high
aims and the expected results on one hand, and the selected form for
implementation of these objectives on the other hand.
The provision of § 2 of the Additional provisions of the Structure of the
State Budget Act under which “the provisions of the law may be amended, supplemented or revoked only by a new Act for the structure of the
state budget or by a special act for amendment and supplementation
of this act” does not provide sufficient guarantee for stable implementation of these rules. Upon lack in the Bulgarian legal tradition of the
practice known in other countries for certain acts to be adopted, respectively amended by increased majority, as well as upon failure to stipulate these changes on a constitutional level, such self-limitation of the
National Assembly has primarily a political meaning. It does not pose
any hindrance to the subsequent and why not the current parliamentary
majority which has adopted these provisions to revoke them or amend
them at the very adoption of the subsequent state budget.
2.1.2. Of interest to this survey is also the State Budget of the Republic
of Bulgaria for 2012 Act and in particular § 95 of the Transitory and
Final Provisions which amend the Higher Education Act. The provision
proposes change in the manner of formulation of the subsidy for the
support of the education of the students and doctoral students in the
state higher education institutions. It is aimed at providing differentiation in the funding of the higher schools through the introduction of a
new “complex evaluation of the quality of education and its correspondence to the needs of the labour market”. In the last few years there has
been a discussion about changes in the model of financing of higher
education so that it reflects the quality of education at a larger extent.
Undoubtedly, the direction of the implemented changes is correct. Nevertheless, as it has been discussed several times in the survey in relation to amendments to other acts, such changes should not be made
partially, in fragments, without clear vision for the development of the
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system of the higher education, stipulated in an entirely new law. Furthermore, just a few months ago amendments were made to the Higher
Education Act, this time in the regime for accreditation.
Essentially there is nothing more to say about the proposal since this
rather important evaluation as its very name evokes (considering that
the subsidy for the higher educational institution depends on it) is introduced by just a single text which refers to a bylaw for its detailed
regulation. However, the provision indicates that the evaluation includes
the results from the accreditation. It is puzzling that the complex evaluation which happens to be more important than the evaluation from
the accreditation (as far as the latter is just an element of the system
of criteria forming the complex evaluation) is provided for by one provision in the chapter about financing of the higher education institutions,
whereas, the accreditation, for instance, is subject of an entire chapter,
which includes a very detailed regulation. Such disproportions are just
a small part of the problems which may occur upon such “patching up”
of the act. The practice of regulating key public relations not by law but
at the bylaw level (as it is confirmed from the data in this survey) is not
typical of just one public sphere. However, regardless of good intentions,
it always leaves the impression of either insufficient preparation of the
changes or of escape from a more serious debate on the changes which
are being offered.
2.1.3. The Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Penal Code
(SG, issue 60 dated 5 August 2011) establishes new crimes related to
certain legal breaches upon and as a result of the organization and
holding of sports competitions. This act is included in this part of the
survey due to at least two reasons. On one hand, regardless that the
need to draft a new Penal Code to propose unified and complete concept for the penal policy, has been commented on for many years, several governments have not possessed enough will to offer publicly such
draft, although there is a claim that the draft is at a very advanced
stage. Meanwhile, the Penal Code is being amended twice a year. Without commenting on the act for amendment and supplementation from
the point of view of its content (although it provokes certain questions),
it reaffirms the trend observed in recent years for an increasing widening of the perimeter of the penal legal sanction in comparison to the
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other forms of state duress. Criminal prosecution is being perceived
more and more as the only possible reaction against the various legal
breaches. Naturally, it cannot be denied that the public necessity presupposes some dynamics in the system of crimes and punishments –
the incrimination of some deeds and the dropping out of other deeds,
but this cannot be an excuse for the refusal of the state to seek other
mechanisms for persuasion. The criminal prosecution should be last resort the state turns to upon the heaviest forms of legal breaches which
have the highest degree of public threat. It is disputable to what extent
the widening of the scope of the penal duress creates better protection
of the respective public relations. However, it is certain that this leads
to “choking” of the authorities that should apply it, without resolving the
problem of the ineffectiveness of other authorities and institutions or of
the rules that regulate certain public relations.

The provision of Article 68, Para 1, sentence 2 of the Social Security Code
in its new draft provides that “as of 31 December 2011 the age shall
increase from the first day of each calendar year by 4 months for women
and men until reaching the age of 63 for women and 65 for men”.

In conclusion we should not reject totally the necessity of incrimination
of deeds against sport or related to violence towards animals, failure to
pay social insurance, etc. However, in order to be effective, the penal
policy needs primarily an overall review of the system of crimes and punishments, it needs finding the boundary beyond which the other forms
of duress become ineffective and the criminal legal protection begins.

Thus, within one year the legislator performed a “reform” which should
have come into effect 10 years after its adoption, following which it “reformed the reform” which came into effect 10 days after promulgation
of the act in State Gazette.

2.1.4. The 2012 Budget of the State Social Security Act (SG, issue 100
of 20 December 2011) implements amendments and supplementations
to the Social Security Code, part of which are related to the increase of
the age for obtaining right to pension for socially secured work experience and age.
The increase of the retirement age and in particular the step towards its
implementation is without doubt one of the key matters of the pension
reform, which is topical and is being discussed not only in our country.
The legislative change in its substance is a matter of political expediency and it is difficult to analyse it on the legal plain. Actually, the Constitutional Court has been referred to in relation to the constitutionality of
the provisions for increasing of the retirement age and it will be interesting to follow the attitude of the court in that respect.
However, from the point of view of the legislative approach several questions may be raised of more general significance for the legislative activity.
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An year earlier with the Act for Amendment and Supplementation of
the Social Security Code (SG, issue 100 of 21 December 2010) it was
provided that “as of 31 December 2020 the age increases from the first
day of each subsequent calendar year by 6 months for women and men
until reaching the age of 63 for women and 65 for men.” This “reform”
was criticised upon previous analysis mainly due to its postponement
further in time, which in practice made doubtful the decisiveness for its
implementation, particularly when considering the strong dynamics of
change of the Social Security Code (7 times a year on average).

Regardless whether this legislative instability is due to the lack of vision
for the changes in the pension system or it is a demonstration of a political tactics for avoidance of social tension prior to elections, it cannot
be supported, particularly in such important sphere as pension security.
As it was noted, it is related to a large extent to the life plans of people;
therefore, it presupposes long term planning and perspective.
The submission of the proposal for amendment to the Social Security
Code between the first and the second reading by members of the National Assembly should be deemed bad practice as well. These changes
reflect the government policy in the area of the pension security and the
right thing for them is to be proposed and protected with the respective
grounds by the Council of Ministers and in due time in order to hold the
necessary public discussions.
2.1.5. The last amendments and supplementations of the Commercial
Register Act (SG, issue 105 dated 29 December 2011) are illustrative
of another problem of the legislative activity, namely the insufficient
preparation for practical application of the proposed amendments. At
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the end of April 2011 in the sphere of commercial registration there was
a principal change related to the limitation of the free public access to
the largest part of the data kept at the commercial register. This amendment was envisaged for coming into effect as of 1 January 2012. Eight
months later a group of members of the National Assembly found in the
reasons to the draft act submitted by them that “it is necessary to postpone the coming into effect of the texts from the Act for Amendment and
Supplementation of the Commercial Register Act, promulgated in SG,
issue 34 of 29.04.2011, concerning Article 11 of the CRA in order to
adopt the necessary amendments to the bylaws, regulating the regime
of the commercial registration, as well as to develop the functionalities
of the information system of the Commercial Register”. Based on these
arguments the reform of the access to the commercial register was postponed for 1 January 2013. In the analysis of the preceding 6-month
period the registered access was criticized due to the fact that it leads
to prejudice of the fundamental right of the citizens of information and
it creates huge insecurity for the commercial entities. Within the scope
of this analysis by sharing the already expressed principal arguments
against the restriction of the publicity of the commercial register, another more general matter is raised, namely, the necessity of more serious preparation and planning of the proposals for legislative changes,
including the opportunity for their practical application within the terms
provided for.

mence its activity as of 1 January 2012. The second change concerns
the competent jurisdiction – the crimes related to counterfeiting money
and the distribution of counterfeited monetary units are taken out of the
competence of the specialized penal court.

The publicly expressed opinion of one of the movants of the draft act for
postponement of the coming into effect of the registered access (who is
as well a movant of the draft act for introduction of such access) that the
postponement will provide the opportunity to consider whether the registered access should drop out and other ways of protection of personal
data should be sought (which was one of the key reasons for introduction of registered access), is particularly indicative of the insufficient
consideration and randomness of the legislative changes.

As in preceding periods, during the period July – December 2011 there
are also examples of acts that reflect the understanding that to create a
better social environment it is enough to replace some people with others without changing the rules which regulate this environment.

2.1.6. The Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Penal Procedure Code (SG, issue 61 of 26 July 2011) introduces two amendments
regarding the activity of the specialized penal court. One of the changes
regulates the postponement of the commencement of its activity – instead of the initial term – as of 1 August 2011, it is envisaged to com30

The legislative decision for establishing special penal courts and their
corresponding prosecution and investigation authorities was subject of
a previous analysis which stated principal reasons regarding the adoption of this measure in the fight against organized crime. The amendments to the act proposed only 4 months after that, unambiguously
confirm the finding that there is no clear concept and no sufficient degree of preparation for establishing these new judicial authorities. The
fact that a change is introduced in the competent jurisdiction prior to
the commencement of the work of the specialized court is particularly
significant. Actually, the reason about that change is curious – the risk
that the specialized prosecutor’s office will be overloaded with cases for
such crimes. Logically, a question arises whether it would be more appropriate if such analysis of the potential number of cases that the new
authorities would have to deal is performed prior to legislative regulation of the matter, regarding the crimes, included in their competence
and respectively, based on that, to propose the most effective solution
in compliance with the objectives which have been set in advance.
2.2. People or Rules?

2.2.1. During the surveyed period the Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Protection of Competition Act (SG, issue 73 of 20 September 2011) was adopted and it provides for increase of the panel of
the Commission for Protection of Competition from 5 to 7 members.
Thus, the legislator returns to the situation prior to the amendment of
the act in July 2010 when the number of the members of the CPC was
reduced from 7 to 5. These changes in the number of the panel of the
CPC within such a short period may hardly be grounded by principles
and objective reasons.
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The CPC works in 11-member panel as of its founding in 1991 until
2003 when the number was reduced to 7 members due with arguments
for more effectiveness and budget cuts. Upon the reduction of its panel
in 2010 to 5 members the reason of budget cuts was supported by a
reason of limitation of the corruption risk. The systematic reduction of
the panel of the CPC indicates that the legislator does not associate
directly the effectiveness of work of this authority with the number of
its members. The reasons for the reversal change in 2011, from 5 to 7
members, were the increasing work load and the future widening of the
scope of the competence of the CPC. The published annual reports on
the activity of the CPC, however, do not show a serious increasing trend
to explain the change in the number of commissioners. The number
of the procedures initiated before the CPC in 2010 (1146) increased
by 1,41% in comparison to 2009 (1130) when for the same period the
files under Public Procurements Act increased by 1,86% (936/902) and
under the Protection of Competition Act decreased by 0,96% (204/212)1.
The reason of the forthcoming widening of the scope of the competence
of the CPC does not possess the necessary publicly significant potential
as it has only a forecast nature. All of the above confirms the conclusion
that the real reason for the inconsistency of the legislator is different.
The wide functional competence and territorial centralization of the
CPC determines its extremely important role in the economic life of the
country. The principle of election of the commissioners by the National
Assembly provides opportunity for political influence over the processes
on the national market. In that context each governing majority is
potentially interested to dominate the CPC.
The act tried to hinder the achieving of this domination by avoiding the
time overlap of the mandates of the members of the CPC and those of
the parliamentary representation. This leads to status quo appointments
and uncomfortable situation for those in office. As confirmed by practice
the way out of this situation is by adopting legal changes in order to
achieve the panel membership which is suitable at a given political
moment, respectively majority.
Therefore, it is worth considering the opportunity for more serious
1
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The data is from the annual reports of the activity of the CPC published on the official internet page of the CPC.

structural changes in the decisive competence of the CPC, namely:
increase of the number of the CPC even more radically than currently,
forming of separate colleges, specialized by subject matter; the
determination of the personal composition of the decisive college ad
hoc randomly. The consequence of such reform would be that the CPC
would not decide on the specific files in full and known in advance panel
and as a result the operability will improve and the corruption risk would
be hindered more effectively.
2.2.2. Another example in the same direction is the Act for Amendment
and Supplementation of the Social Aid Act (SG, issue 51 of 5 July 2011).
It closed the existing fund “Social Aid” and established the “Social
Protection” fund as it successor. The reasons to the submitted draft act
do not provide arguments what brings about the change of the title and
the closing of the effective fund. In the management structure of the
new fund there is an introduction of the figure of the executive director
with organizational and representative functions and similar to the
structure of the closed fund the decisive competence is assigned to the
Management Board comprising five members. With a reason to stabilize
the administrative capacity there is a provision for stipulation of staff for
the fund, as well as an opportunity for appointment of commissions and
councils thereto. Based on the legal provisions the Minister of Labour and
Social Policy has appointed executive director and Management Board
of the fund. Indicative of the real aim of the changes is the fact that the
amendments in substance to the principles of operation of the fund, in
the functions and powers of the managing authorities are insignificant
(it is provided that the terms and conditions for spending amounts to
the fund are determined according to a methodology approved by the
Minister of Labour and Social Policy).
2.3. Other problems of the legislative activity
2.3.1. Not unambiguous attitude of the legislator and/or the authorities
of the constitutional control towards specific matters subject of legal
provisions
The Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Diplomatic Service
Act (SG, issue 69 of 8 September 2011) raises interesting questions
related to the multilateral attitude of the legislator and the authorities
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of constitutional control towards the so called lustration provisions2.
The changes to the Diplomatic Service Act provided for restrictions in
the holding of certain managing diplomatic positions by individuals with
proven affiliation to State Security and the intelligence services of the
Bulgarian People’s Army. These provisions were challenged before the
Constitutional Court, which by Decision № 11/2011 announced them
as anticonstitutional.

revoked and the other is the Radio and Television Act, which is still
effective. To this moment this is the only instance of effective lustration
provision in Bulgarian Law. The Constitutional Court has not ruled yet on
the Bulgarian News Agency Act.

This task or the ambition of this analysis is not to provide opinion
“in favour of” or “against” the lustration provisions. This matter has
been repeatedly subject of the attention of the legislator and of the
constitutional judges where serious arguments have been provided in
both directions. Often, the discussion is held with arguments on the
edge between the legal and the political talk. The fact that arguments
in support of both extremes are taken from the same constitutional
provisions, international acts and practice of international organizations
is peculiar. The topic encourages interesting legal and philosophical
questions – about the amendments of the regulatory function of law
and about whether it can hold valuations of facts from the past.
This survey offers a brief overview of the lustration texts contained in
Bulgarian law and of the decisions of the Constitutional Court on them
(Table 7).
In total 8 acts adopted lustration provisions. Out of them 6 are effective
and two have been revoked. As evident, all legal provisions introducing
lustration with one exception (the law providing for disclosure of the
affiliation to the former services, which provides for similar requirement
regarding the members of the commission disclosing this affiliation)
have been appealed against before the Constitutional Court. This alone
is evidential of the highly controversial nature of the topic.
The Constitutional Court announced the respective legal provisions
as anticonstitutional in 4 of its decisions and in 2 it did not find such
grounds. One of them is the Act for temporary introduction of some
additional requirements to the members of the boards of scientific
organizations and the Supreme Attestation Commission which was
2
Lustration – from Lat. Lustratio – purification through sacrifice. Legal restriction of the rights of some categories of
individuals of holding certain positions
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Table 7

LUSTRATION LAWS AND CONSTITUTIONAL CONTROL OVER THEM
Adoption
of the
lustration
provisions

Application field
of the lustration
provisions

Decision
of the
Constitutional
Court (DCC)

Operative Part of
the DCC

Key Arguments in the DCC

Reservations on the DCC

Key Arguments in the reservations to the DCC

Banks and Credit Activity Act
Revoked
March 1992

§ 9:
- managing
authorities of
the banks
- term of the
limitation – 5
years

DCC №8/
1992

Anticonstitutional

• Breach of the principle of equality – Article 6, Para
2 of the CRB
• Discrimination in the access to a certain profession,
banned by the international treaties

4

• There is no breach of the equality principle – the indication professionalism is not among the ones listed in detail
in Article 6, Para 2 of the CRB
• There is no breach in the access to profession – the international treaties allow for exceptions based on
qualification requirements
• The International Treaties allow for limitations of the rights when this is done for protection of one’s own safety and
the rights and freedoms of the others.

Act for temporary introduction of some additional requirements to the members
of the boards of scientific organizations and the Supreme Attestation Commission
Revoked
December
1992

The entire act:
- the members of
the managing
authorities of
the scientific
organizations
and the SAC
- term of the
limitation – 5
years

DCC №1/
1993

Not
anticonstitutional

• There is no breach of the equality principle – the
limitation is related to the professionalism of the
individuals – Art. 6, Para 2 does not contain such
indication
• There is no limitation of the right to employment
and free choice of profession – the opportunity for a
scientist to hold a managing position is not a right,
it is not a choice of profession and it is not a work
location.
• There is no limitation of the academic autonomy

5

• Contradiction to the principle of equality of the citizens
• Contradiction to the right to academic autonomy
• Contradiction to the right of employment
• Contradiction to the ban on prosecution or limitation of the rights of an individual due to his/her convictions

DCC № 2/
1999

Anticonstitutional

• Breach of the equality principle – discrimination on
the basis of political adherence
• Limitation of the right to employment
• Breach of the principles of the constitutional
state – individual responsibility, right to protection,
presumption of innocence, opportunity for court
appeal
• Breach of the ban on prosecution and limitation of
the rights due to personal convictions

5

• There is no breach of the equality principle – the indications are stated in detail in Article 6, Para 2
• There is no breach of the right to employment and of the free choice of profession – the managing work in the
administration is not a type of profession
• The limitations based on the principle of professionalism are permissible according to international treaties as well

DCC № 10/
1999

Not
anticonstitutional

• There is no breach of the principle of equality – no
discrimination indication from those enumerated
in Art. 6, Para 2 – it is not about personal or public
status
• It does not refer to government position and civil
servants
• Protection of public interest

5

• the Constitutional Court has practice to the contrary (DCC 2/1999) – the reasons are valid only on larger grounds
– the limitation is without term and the positions are not governmental
• Breach of the equality principle bases on the indication of public status

Administration Act
Effective
November
1998

§ 1:
- managing
positions in the
administration
- term of
limitation – 5
years

Radio and Television Act
Effective
November
1998
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Art. 26 and Art. 59
– members of EMC
- members of the
MB of the BNR
and the BNT
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Act for access to the documents of the former State Security and the former investigation agency of the General Headquarters (Revoked)
and the Access to and Disclosure of the Documents and Announcing the Affiliation of Bulgarian Citizens with the
State Security Service and the Intelligence Services of the Bulgarian Popular Army Act (Effective)
August
1997

Art. 4a, Para 3,
Item 2 in the
revoked act; Art.
5, Para 4, Item
2 and 3 in the
effective act
- the members of
the commission
under the act

No appeal
before the CC

Rules for the organization and activity of the National Assembly
Effective
July 2009

Art. 3
- governing
authorities
of the NA
and of the
parliamentary
commissions,
participation in
the international
delegations,
membership
in certain
commissions

DCC № 11/
2009

Anticonstitutional

• Breach of Article 1, Para 2 of the CRB – principal of
the national sovereignty
• Breach of article 67, Para 1 – free mandate
• Contradiction to Article 76, Para 3 of the CRB
– at the first session of the National Assembly a
chairperson and deputy chairpersons are elected
• Breach of the principle of equality of the citizens –
social indication
• Infringement of the dignity and rights of the citizens

3

• The act for access and disclosure of the documents is the basis of a similar legislative decision. The decisions of
the NA for electing bodies and members of commissions and delegations are taken where appropriate. There is no
hindrance to the NA to regulate this as an internal rule.
• There is no breach of the principle of national sovereignty and free mandate – the right to be elected in bodies and
commissions is outside the constitutional status of the member of the National Assembly and it does not restrict
his/her constitutional functions
• There is no breach of the principle of equality – the indications are enumerated in detail. The principle of equality
requires equal treatment of similar cases and different treatment of different cases.

DCC № 11/
2011

Anticonstitutional

• Breach of the principle of equality – discrimination
based on personal and public status
• The negative public and political and value
assessment of the work of the services of the
totalitarian state should not be mixed with the
matter of the constitutional rights of the citizens in a
democratic society
• Breach of the principle of the law state – there
is presumption of collective reproach of certain
categories of legally regulated activities without
estimating the activity of the individual persons
• Disproportionate limitation of human rights under
the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the
practice of the ECHR
• Restriction of the right to employment

3

• The Act for access and disclosure of documents is the basis of such legislative decision. The establishment of a
general rule is preferable to the ad hoc decisions which bear the risk of subjectivity and unequal treatment.
• There is no breach of the principle of equality – the indications are enlisted in detail;
The principle of equality requires equal treatment of similar cases and different treatment of different cases. This
principle does not exclude the right to legislative establishment of specific requirements for holding certain
positions
• The right is not neutral regarding the common valid human values and it does not receive its legitimacy only from
the fact of its establishment in the country, regardless of what it is
• The practice of the ECHR allows for such limitations – the requirement for loyalty is part of the legitimate objective
to protect democracy
• There is no breach of employment rights – only additional requirement as a guarantee for prevention of disloyalty
to the state and public interest

Diplomatic Service Act
Effective
September
2011

Art. 27, Para 4,
Art. 31, Para 3,
Art 33
- managing
positions in
the diplomatic
service

The Bulgarian News Agency Act
Effective
December
2011

Art. 11, Para. 1,
Item 8
- Director general
of BNA

Initiated
constitutional
case
on16.01.2011

Source: www.constcourt.bg; Ciela
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2.3.2. Failure to implement the law as grounds for its amendment
The Act for Amendment of the Ownership Act (SG, issue 105 of 29
December 2011) introduces the subsequent fourth amendment to the
provision regulating the suspension of the prescriptive right of the user
over state and municipal properties. This provision has been in effect as
of 1 June 2006 when the 10-year term expired within which based on the
adopted in 1996 State Property Act and Municipal Property Act state and
municipal properties – private property, could be acquired by prescription.
In the initial draft of the provision the suspension of the right of the user
was until 31 December 2006. Subsequently, the provision has undergone
the following changes:
On 13 December 2006 (18 days prior to its expiry) the term was extended
until 31 December 2007.
On 28 December 2007 (3 days prior to its expiry) the term was extended
until 31 December 2008.
On 23 December 2008 (8 days prior to its expiry) the term was extended
until 31 December 2011.
On 29 December 2011 (2 days prior to its expiry) the term was extended
until 31 December 2014. The submitted draft act provides that the
term shall be extended until 31 December 2012 but during discussions
additional extension of the term was proposed.
All extensions of the term are due to similar reasons – difficulty of the
competent authorities in relation to the individualization of the properties
and preparation of due documents certifying the title. As it turns out, 18
years (10 years after 1996 when the legal opportunity to acquire state
and municipal properties by prescription and 8 years total extension
of the term for suspension of the right of the user) are not enough to
undertake the necessary actions for establishment of the ownership of
the state and municipalities. This is an expressive example of change due
to failure to implement the act.
There is a similar example in the Act for Amendment and Supplementation
of the Animal Protection Act (SG, issue 92 of 22 November 2011). The
term for accommodation of stray animals in asylums which expired on 31
January 2011, was extended until 31 December 2015 where numerous
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reasons “of objective nature” were given for the failure to observe the
initial term.
Unfortunately, this case is not unique and it is demonstrative of the lack
of will for resolving the problems on behalf of the authorized bodies and of
their inclination to undertake changes in order to ensure the compliance
of the legislation with the factual situation.
2.3.3. Inconsistency of the legislator and imprecise legislative techniques
In October 2011 the National Assembly adopted the 23rd amendment of the
Public Procurements Act (PPA). The amendments and supplementations
to the PPA are of interest to this survey as they are an example of the lack
of consistency and long term view on behalf of the legislator.
The PPA is amended 3 times a year, which is extremely often considering
the nature of regulated public relations – the order in which most
budget funds are spent. Three amendments to the PPA annually means
that three times there is change in the order for incurring the majority
of the expenditures. Within one year the administration has to adapt
in the course of its work and apply different provisions for the same
procedures. The last amendment and supplementation came into effect
on 26 February 2012. Until that date the assignors will hold procedures
under the current order and after that they will begin to do it under new
order. Nevertheless, even before the last amendment came into effect
at the beginning of December 2011, the Council of Ministers submitted
to the National Assembly a proposal for new massive amendment of the
PPA (the draft act contains 77 paragraphs and additionally changes are
proposed to texts which were amended upon the last amendments and
supplementations) envisaged for coming into effect as of 1 March 2012.
This means that the assignors shall assign the procurements under one
order until 26 February 2012, under another between 26 February 2012
and 1 March 2012 and yet under another as of 1 March 2012. This
ridiculous situation where provisions “live” only for four days is related to a
huge delay of the otherwise scheduled amendments to the PPA according
to the concept for amendments to the public procurements legislation in
2011, adopted by the Council of Ministers. In all events, such hypotheses
should be avoided.
The inconsistency of the legislator regarding the PPA may be presented
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most perceptively if we follow the change in the authorities for appeal of
the acts in the last 10 years. These are:
the district court and the SAC (on the general administrative procedure
rules) – until 2004.
the regional court and respectively the district court (on the general
claim order under the Civil Procedure Code), as well as a special court of
arbitration to the Public Procurements Agency – from 2004 until 2006.
the Commission for Protection of the Competition and the SAC – from
2006 until present
There were discussions on proceeding again towards court appeal with
competence of either the administrative courts or solely of the Sofia
Administrative Court as a first instance.
On the current act in addition to the CPC and the SAC we have the following
other regimes and respectively competent authorities for appeal:
the general administrative procedure order under the Administrative
Procedure Code for the so called “special” public procurements;
the general civil legal order under the Civil Procedure Code regarding the
concluded contracts for public procurements;
the general administrative penal regime under the Administrative
Breaches and Punishments Act for the acts of the administrative penal
authorities.
It is a peculiar fact that regardless of this complex system of authorities
for appeal until recently as regards the entering into contracts without
holding a procedure for public procurement (under Article 2 of the Ordinance on the small public procurements, which was revoked by the
amendments of October 2011) there was a gap in the law as to which
is the applicable order in the event – whether this is the administrative
procedure or the civil procedure order.

of the EU. These thresholds are extremely important. For public procurements with amount above the respective thresholds for deliveries, services or construction, all rules of the respective European acts should be
observed closely. For the procurements with lower value only some of the
principles are applicable but not the multitude of procedural rules. By the
amendments of October 2011 those thresholds were stipulated in Bulgarian Law. A month later, the submitted new draft act for amendment and
supplementation proposes additional amendment to thresholds which
have not come into effect yet. These thresholds are not a result of the
opinion of the Bulgarian legislator but are adopted by a regulation of the
European Commission. It has direct effect and as of the moment of its
coming into effect it is mandatory for all assignors of public procurements
in the EU. If there is a discrepancy between the regulation and the PPA,
the regulation shall apply. Such regulation is mandatory to be issued by
the European Commission every two years – this results from Directive
2003/17/EC and Directive 2004/18/EC. This period is a result of the
obligations of the EU as a party to the WTO Agreement on public procurement. Therefore, the Bulgarian act is only a “tertiary” act. The method of
writing the values of the thresholds in the act means that it will have to be
amended every time when the European Commission changes the regulation. To avoid discrepancies upon coming into effect, the legislative initiative within the framework of our National Assembly should commence at
an earlier stage, prior to amending any of the “super ordinate” acts. This
is practically almost impossible, if at all necessary. The current regime
– with reference to the respective European Act saves many efforts and
unnecessary “copying” between acts of different rank. Furthermore, the
legislator has not taken into account the types of assignors under our law
but it has literally reproduced the terminology of the directives. The only
sense of such approach is that the values in the PPA are in BGN, whereas
in the European acts they are in EUR. However, the fixed exchange rate
EUR-BGN makes even this benefit insignificant.

The PPA raises another interesting matter for this survey, related to the
adopted legislative methods of “transposition” of a regulation in the act
(regarding the thresholds for publishing announcements at the Official
Journal of the EU). The last amendment of the PPA adopts new thresholds for holding public procurements in compliance with the directives
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iii. constitutional control.
veto of the President

Table 8

ACTIVITY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT

Year

Initiated Cases

Total

Taken
into
considert.

Rejected

Number of decisions
No. of resolutions
for suspension
impermissible
requests

2011

16

12

9

3

2

34

9

4

3

1

0

19

7

8

6

2

2

15

2010

22

15

7

6

7

24

2009

19

11

7

3

0

41

2008

5

6

4

2

0

12

2007

10

10

3

5

3

10

2006

12

9

3

6

2

23

2005

11

9

2

5

1

16

3.1. Constitutional control
In the period between July – December 2011 the Constitutional Court issued a total number of 4 decisions (Table 8) which is twice as less than
the period January – June 2011 when it passed 8 decisions. Unlike the
previous surveyed periods during this period there are no issued opinions
for suspension of constitutional cases, i.e. the Constitutional Court has
deemed as permissible and has ruled in substance on all requirements
that it has reviewed. For the entire 2011 the number of the final acts of
the Constitutional Court amounts to 14 (12 decisions and 2 decrees for
termination of constitutional cases). The lower number of final acts in
2011 is due to the lower number of initiated cases – 16 for 2011 compared to 22 for 2010.

July - December
2011
January - June
2011

Reservations
and opinions
(on decisions)

Source: www.constcourt.bg
* The total number of decisions includes all decisions of the CC for the respective period but not all of them are
accounted for upon “taken into consideration/rejected motions”. They do not include the interpretative decisions and
the decisions on disputes about competence.

Three of the decisions issued in the first half of 2011 contain taking the
motions into consideration and only in one the motion is rejected (it is
not about the anticonstitutionality of a law but about the legality of the
election of president and vice president). The trend for increase of the
number of the motions taken into consideration during recent years is
preserved where now this number is over 2/3 in comparison to the total
number of the issued decisions (Fig. 5)
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Figure 5

positions in the diplomatic service by individuals who have been associates
of State Security or of the intelligence services of the Bulgarian People’s
Army.
As in preceding periods, during this period the members of the
National Assembly were the ones who exercised their right to refer to
the Constitutional Court most actively and they have submitted a total
number of 3 motions whereto the Court has issued decisions (Table 9).
This activity of the members of the National Assembly has been increasing
steadily during recent years: 2008 – 1 motion; 2009 – 6 motions; 2010
– 8 motions; 2011 – 9 motions. During the surveyed 6-month period
the attorney general submitted one constitutional motion. The Supreme
Courts, the ombudsman and the President remain passive.

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
2011

Тable 9

ACTIVITY OF THE CONSTUTITIONAL COURT BY REFERRING AUTHORITY

Source: www.constcourt.bg

Regarding the average duration of reviewing of the cases there is certain
increase compared to the first half of 2011 – 141 days (Table 7). Generally, for the entire 2011 the average duration of the cases is lower than
that for 2010 – 126 days compared to 140 days. Compared to 2007,
2008 and 2009 when the average duration of review of the cases is 75
days, for the last two years it remains relatively high.
From the 3 decisions issued during the second half of 2011, which contain acknowledgement of the motions, 2 refer to civil rights. These are the
decisions which announce as anticonstitutional provisions from:
The Judiciary System Act – regarding the ban on employment, respectively
appointment of lawyers outside the judicial authority in the specialized
penal courts and prosecutor’s offices, respectively as chief inspector;
The Diplomatic Service Act – regarding the ban on holding certain
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Council of
Ministers

Year

Total

During the period the number of the reservations and the opinions on the
issued decisions increased considerably – 19 on 4 decisions or about 5
opinions with reservations per decision (Table 7). By way of comparison
for the preceding 6-month period 15 opinions with reservations and opinions were given on twice as many decisions.

I

R

Members of the NA

TC

I

Prosecutor
General

President

R

TC

I

R

TC

I

R

Ombudsman

TC

2011

0

9

3

6

0

1

1

1

July December
2011

0

3

1

2

0

1

1

0

January June
2011

0

6

2

4

0

0

1

2010

1

8

3

5

3

0

3

2009

0

6

3

3

0

2008

0

1

1

2007

0

6

2006

0

3

3

2005

0

4

3

Total

1

18

1

1

37

2

2

2

2

1
2

1

1

TC

I

1

2

1

R

TC

I

1

1

1

0

1
2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

4

2

2

0

2

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

2

1

0

1

0

5

1

0

2

17

4

11

4
2

1

2

2
2

3

6

11

3

5

1

5

8

R

TC

0

1

0

2

R

Other

1

0

2

I

SCC/SBC
Total

2010

Total

2009

Total

2008

Total

2007

Total

2006

Total

2005

1

3

3

1

0

1

0

3

7

Source: www.constcourt.com
*I – impermissible motion; R – rejected motion; TC – motion taken into consideration
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1
1

5

2

3.2. Presidential Veto

Figure 6

For the first time, within the scope of this survey we are offering analysis
of the activity of the President which is part of the legislative process,
namely: the power of the President to return for additional discussion and
voting an act adopted by the National Assembly or the so called veto. The
review of the presidential veto is included in this part of the survey as far
as potentially it may represent preventive control over constitutionality.
Furthermore, in the predominant part of the reasons to the presidential
veto the argument of “anticonstitutionality” is used. The data about
the intensity of exercising this constitutional power allows us to draw
conclusions about the degree of participation of the President in the
legislative process.
In the period 2007 – 2011 the President issued a total number of 15
decrees for returning of an act (Fig. 6). He was more active in exercising
his veto power in 2010 and 2011 when 11 decrees were issued. By way of
comparison, during the period 2007 – 2009 the number of the acts which
the President vetoed is only 4.
During the presidential term of office 2002 – 2006 the total number
of the decrees to be vetoed was also 15. The highest number of issued
decrees was in 2002 – 5 and the lowest number (2 for each year) was
issued by the President in 2005 and 2006.
During the period 1997 – 2002 the President imposed a veto 11 times
and in the period 1991 – 1997 this presidential power was exercised 24
times.
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2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Source: Сiela, www.president.bg

Also of interest is the data about the imposed veto and its development
within the framework of the various parliamentary legislatures during
the last 10 years (Fig. 7). The National Assembly supported 10 times the
presidential veto in the period 2002 – 2011 (a total number of 30 decrees
for vetoing), i.e. 1/3 of the presidential decrees resulted in a change of
the will of the legislator. These instances are distributed as follows: 4
or 29% of the total vetoing during the term of office of the 39th National
Assembly (14 decrees in total); 4 or 80% of the total vetoing during the
term of office of the 40th National Assembly (5 decrees in total) and 2
or 18% of the total vetoing during the term of office of the 41st National
Assembly (11 decrees in total).
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Figure 7

Most Important Conclusions and Recommendations:
1. For the last three years the number of the decisions of the Constitutional Court is
steadily over 10 decisions per year. This by itself indicates that the Constitutional Court
has taken its stable place in the legal and political process and with its activity it gives
certain directions for development of the legal order. The accumulated considerable
practice of the court on a number of matters should serve as an important pointer in
the legislative activity. This is not only a significant guarantee for the constitutionality
of the adopted acts but is also a demonstration of political culture based on regard
towards institutions and rules.

Source: Сiela, www.president.bg

The suspending veto of the President was rejected in 20 (2/3) of the total
number of 30 cases of vetoing during the period 2002 – 2011. In 14
instances (70%) the vetoed provisions were referred to the Constitutional
Court. In 13 of these instances the referral is after taking into consideration
the presidential veto (the dispute before the Constitutional Court, however,
is not on the substance of the provisions but it is related to the procedure
for repeated voting of the act). For 6 of the acts the motion for announcing
the acts as anticonstitutional has been taken into consideration and for
other 6 the motion has been rejected, 2 of the motions are still pending.

2. Of interest is the exceptionally high number of reservation opinions and opinions on
constitutional cases in recent years. This fact gives grounds to comment in at least two
different directions. On one hand, this is a sign for the disputable nature of the matters
referred to the Constitutional Court which often contain various and contradictory
interests and values which provide options for different legal interpretation. On the
other hand, the high activity of individual constitutional judges may serve as additional
argument in favour of the conclusion for the larger potential of the court, which was
given grounds to in the previous surveys
3. The significant role of the Constitutional Court regarding the protection of the rights
and freedoms of the citizens is confirmed again. The high number of court decisions
concerning the rights of the citizens had been stable within four 6-month periods
already. This gives grounds to confirm again the position that the role of the court as
defender of the constitutional rights and freedoms should be developed by introducing
the institute of the individual constitutional claim.
4. Generally, the low activity of the bodies authorized to refer to the Constitutional
Court other than the members of the NA cannot receive positive evaluation. This fact
gives grounds for the constitutional motions to be regarded mainly as an instrument
of the parliamentary opposition which is often governed by narrower political reasons
decreasing the gravity and the legitimacy of the motions. The authorities who are not
direct participants in the political process may be more active in using their power to
refer to the Constitutional Court as their motions would have wider legitimate base.
5. The data about the presidential veto in the period 2002 – 2011 gives grounds to
draw the conclusion that there is direct relation between the intensity of exercising
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iv. bylaws and
control over them

this power and the political configuration of the National Assembly. In the future it
may be recommended that the presidential veto is used as a matter of principle and
not in view of the political situation. The National Assseembly also should discuss the
motives of the presidential veto in a more constructive manner.
6. The established dependence of the presidential veto and the referral to the
Constitutional Court gives additional grounds for the veto to be regarded as important
correction in the legislative activity and in order to prevent the opportunity for adoption
of anticonstitutional acts.

D

uring the second half of 2011 418 bylaws were adopted/
issued, which is 10 fewer than in the preceding 6-month period
(Table 10). Regardless of this decrease, in general in 2011 the bylaws
increased compared to 2010. They were 802 in 2010 and in 2011 – 846.
The survey of four consecutive 6-month periods shows that the usual pace
of legislative activity of the Council of Ministers and the Ministers is steady
over 400 bylaws for a period of six months or over 800 per year.
The most significant rise in the bylaws is observed with the Council of
Ministers. In 2011 it adopted a total number of 394 bylaws whereas
in 2010 these bylaws were 329. The increase is by 65 bylaws or 20%
compared to the previous year.
The survey of a fourth subsequent 6-month period unambiguously
confirms the data that among the ministers the most active in terms of
legislative activity are the Minister of Agriculture and Food and the Minister
of Healthcare. In the second half of 2011 they issued 46, respectively 35
bylaws and totally for 2011 – 91, respectively 75 bylaws. Even though
there is a certain decrease as regards 2010, the number of bylaws in the
sphere of healthcare and agriculture remains significant. This means that
every 4th day of the year there is a new bylaw or amendment to an existing
bylaw in the sphere of agriculture. Otherwise, upon about 100 issues
of the State Gazette during the year, almost every issue promulgates
amendment in a bylaw in this sphere.
The data about the bylaws issued by the Minister of Interior and the
Minister of Defense is also interesting. The bylaws issued by the Minister
of Interior have increased from 18 in 2010 to 40 in 2011, i.e. more than
twice. Increase is observed also with the Minister of Defense – from 28
bylaws in 2010 to 43 in 2011.
Significant decrease is observed only with the Minister of Education,
Youth and Science, who issued 20 bylaws in 2011 whereas in 2010 these
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bylaws were 48.
As usual for the second half of the year the largest number of bylaws
was promulgated in December – 117 bylaws, whereas during the other
months the average number of promulgated bylaws per month is 60. This
is due primarily to the numerous budget decrees which are adopted at the
end of the year.

Таble 10
July December
2011

CM

MI

MF

MRDPW

ADOPTED/ISSUED BYLAWS

July

46

0

1

1

2

August

22

3

4

1

September

23

3

3

October

28

3

November

21

December
July December
2011
January June 2011
Total for
2011
Total for
2010

Min of
Other Total
EUFM

ME

MJ MEYS MH

MC MEW MAF MTTTS MEET MPES

2

0

0

2

14

0

0

7

0

2

0

0

4

81

0

2

0

0

0

5

3

0

9

1

0

0

0

5

55

0

1

5

0

0

6

3

0

1

7

4

1

0

0

3

60

1

4

0

2

0

0

1

2

0

1

10

3

1

0

0

4

60

4

0

1

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

0

3

5

0

1

0

4

45

61

6

1

1

0

3

0

1

4

9

3

5

10

2

1

0

0

10

117

201

19

10

8

3

16

0

3

13

35

6

7

46

15

5

1

0

30

418

193

21

10

6

6

27

0

3

7

40

6

11

45

17

2

3

0

31

428

394

40

20

14

9

43

0

6

20

75

12

18

91

32

7

4

0

61

846

329

18

22

10

15

28

6

11

48

93

12

6

110

38

8

0

0

48

802

Source: State Gazette
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The data about the distribution of the bylaws adopted during the period
in the categories of amending and new (Table 11) indicates that of a total
number of 418 bylaws adopted in the second half of 2011, 79 or about
20% are new bylaws, i.e. bylaws which regulate certain subject for the first
time (not substituting another bylaw). This means that each 5th bylaw is
entirely new, i.e. it establishes legal regulation which has not existed up to
the present moment. There is certain decrease as regards the preceding
6-month period when the new bylaws had a 27% share in the total number of adopted bylaws or every 4th bylaw was entirely new. The analysis of
the subsequent 6-month periods will show whether there is a decreasing
trend in this regard. The remaining 339 bylaws adopted during the surveyed period or over 80% are amending, i.e. amending regulation which
has been in existence to this moment (amending or replacing an existing
bylaw depending on the number and essence of the amendments)
Table 11

ADOPTED/ISSUED BYLAWS (JULY - DECEMBER 2011)
Amending
(amending
existing regulation)
New (establishing regulation
for the first
time)

Total

July

August

September

October

November December

by ASA

267

57

33

36

45

23

73

By new
act

72

13

10

15

8

15

11

By new
act

79

11

12

9

7

7

33

Source: State Gazette

During the surveyed 6-month period the Supreme Administrative Court
revoked/announced as null and void 3 bylaws (Table 12). Thus, in total for
2011 the number of illegal bylaws is 5, whereas for the preceding years it
is higher: 9 for 2008, 10 for 2009 and 7 for 2010. As far as this number
is a result of referrals by interested citizens and organizations we cannot
draw the conclusion that the number of the illegal bylaws is decreasing.
During the second half of 2011 13 complaints were filed against bylaws.
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Table 12

UNLAWFUL ENACTMENTS ACCORDING TO ISSUING AUTHORITY

2011

5

1

4

UE of other authorities
0

July - December 2011

3

0

3

0

January - June 2011

Year

Total

UE of CM

UE of Ministers

2

1

1

0

2010

7

1

4

2

2009

10

4

1

5

2008

9

6

1,5

1,5

2007

3

0

2

1

Total

34

12

11,5

9,5

Source: State Gazette

Of higher interest is the data related to the matter the illegal bylaws refer
to (Fig.8) All 3 revoked bylaws are in the sphere of justice and internal
affairs. Thus, in recent years this sphere takes a leading position as
regards revoked bylaws – 9 in total for 5 years.
Figure 8

9

Most important conclusions and recommendations:
1. The survey of four subsequent 6-month periods inambiguously confirms the trend
for a constant increase in the number of bylaws. The bigger problem is that the number
of the new bylaws still remains considerable. This is difficult to explain upon the
relatively small number of new acts regulating for the first time certain public relations.
Therefore, the largest part of the new bylaws is to acts which have been effective for
years. The inclination to create new grounds for issuing bylaws to effective acts often
turns into practice for filling in gaps (finishing writing the act) by avoiding the heavier
public procedure of adoption of acts.
2. With some ministers there is an interesting connection between their legislative activity
and their activity in issuing bylaws. For example, in spheres such as labour and social
policy where most changes are introduced on legislative level, the Minister remains rather
passive at the bylaw level. An example for reverse dependence is the sphere of internal
affairs where there are no such intensive changes (with the exception of the Ministry
of Interior Act); however, meanwhile the activity of issuing bylaws is more intensive. To
some extent this may be explained by the codification nature of the legislation in the
sphere of labour and social policy but on the other hand both the Labour Code and the
Social Security Code provide for a significant number of bylaws. Without meaning that
the intensity of the changes should be transferred to the level of the law, the Council of
Ministers and the Ministers should be more responsible and precise in their judgement
as to which relations need permanent regulation (and stipulation at the level of the law)
and which presuppose greater dynamics and operability (and are subject to regulation
by bylaws). Otherwise, we are left with the impression that the issuance of bylaws is used
as a means to avoid a wider public debate.

8
7
5
3
2
Source: State Gazette
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v. interpretative acts
of the supreme courts

Figure 9

I

n the period July – December 2011 the supreme courts issued a total
number of 6 interpretative decisions (Table 13) out of which 4 are of
the Supreme Court of Cassation and 2 of the Supreme Administrative
Court. This number is comparable to the first six months of 2011 when 5
interpretative acts were passed. Thus, for the entire 2011 a total number
of 11 interpretative decisions were issued or 6 fewer than in 2010.
Table 13

INTERPRETATIVE DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME COURTS
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

16
14
12
10
8
6
4

July January June December
2011
2011

2

2011

0
2005

SCC

6

4

2

0

8

10

2

4

6

SAC

0

1

6

7

4

7

3

2

5

Total

6

5

8

7

12

17

5

6

11

Source: Ciela, www.vks.bg, www.sac.government.bg

The data shows that even though in the last three years the interpretative
activity of the supreme courts is more intensive compared to preceding
years, it is still hard to see a distinctively steady tradition in this regard
(Fig.9).
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18

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Source: Ciela, www.vks.bg, www.sac.government.bg

The chairperson of the Supreme Court of Cassation and the Prosecutor
General are the only active subjects in the period with 3 requests each
for issuing interpretative decisions. During this 6-month period as well as
during the preceding one the chairperson of the Supreme Bar Council,
the Minister of Justice and the ombudsman remain passive. Thus, for the
entire 2011 these subjects did not file a single request for issuing an
interpretative act.
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Тable 14

Figure 10

INTERPRETATIVE ACTS OF THE SUPREME COURTS ACCORDING TO REFERRING AUTHORITY
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011
(01.01. 30.06.)

2011
(01.07. 31.12.)

2011

Total
6

Chairperson of
the SCC

5

4

0

0

3

5

2

3

5

22

5

Chairperson of
the SAC

0

1

5

4

3

2

2

0

2

17

4

Prosecutor
General

0

0

1,5

3

4

5

1

3

4

17,5

Minister of
Justice

1

0

1,5

0

1

2

0

0

0

5,5

Chairperson
of the SBC

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

3

Ombudsman

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

3
2
1
0
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Source: Ciela, www.vks.bg, www.sac.government.bg

Source: Ciela, www.vks.bg, www.sac.government.bg

The chairperson of the Supreme Court of Cassation and the Prosecutor
General are the ones who exercise most often their power to request the
issuance of interpretative acts and the only ones who have had stable
activity in recent years (13 requests each from 2009 until now). As for
the chairperson of the Supreme Bar Council, a decreasing trend may be
established – from 5 requests in 2007 to 2 requests in 2011 (Fig. 10).

Thematically, the matters on which interpretative decisions were issued
are related to the application of provisions from the following acts:
Penal Code – in relation to the confiscation of the object of the crime
bribe when the funds are provided by the blackmailed person or by the
services of the Ministry of Interior;
Ownership and Use of Farm Land Act – regarding the requirements
to the building in relation to the right of the users to obtain title over it
provided for in preceding rules;
Civil Procedure Code – regarding the opportunity to suspend procedures
on the case and about a proposal for issuing an interpretative decision
upon the existence of matters which have been resolved in contradiction
by the Supreme Court of Cassation;
Annual acts for the state budget and bylaws in the system of public
education – regarding the coming into effect of the staff schedule and
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the significance of its approval by the chief of the regional education
inspection;

Most important conclusions and recommendations:

The Administrative Procedure Code – in relation to the powers of the
administrative court of first instance regarding the permissibility and
regularity of the cassation and private claims and protests filed through it
and the opportunity to refer them back to the parties or to disregard them;

1. The varying intensity of the interpretative activity of the supreme courts does not
allow distinguishing a steady trend in its development. The decrease may be due to
several main reasons. On one hand, the supreme courts are focusing their energy
primarily on the activity of reviewing and resolution of the cases. We are all aware
of the statistics of the large number of pending procedures. On the other hand, it
seems as though there is still not enough awareness of the great significance of
the activity for harmonization of the court practice. This becomes obvious mainly
in the low activity of the bodies authorized to refer to the supreme courts for
issuing interpretative acts. This matter is paramount as regards the structuring of
a homogenous and stable legal order. The homogeneity of court practice is in the
basis of predictable justice and therefore, it is in directly dependent on the matter
of the trust in the judicial system as an important prerequisite for its more effective
functioning. Thirdly, there are not enough effective mechanisms for analysis and
summary of the instances of contradictory court practice.

Rules for application of the ownership and use of farm land act –
regarding the opportunity of interested persons and organizations to
appeal under the Administrative Procedure Code the orders of mayors
of municipalities for determination of the built-up areas of properties
located with the borders of urbanized territories.

The implemented reform in the cassation appeal should release resources to be
directed toward the activity for overcoming the contradictions or the incorrect court
practice. In this respect, the organizational measures taken by the Supreme Court of
Cassation which are aimed at intensifying the interpretative activity (establishment
of auxiliary unit to survey and analyse the events of contradictory court practice)
deserve support.
2. The intensification of the interpretative activity of the supreme courts supposes
considerable increase in the activity of the bodies authorized to request the issuance
of interpretative acts. They shall be assisted in this activity mainly by the courts which
create court practice and have immediate view over the contradictory or incorrect
application of the law. Courts should be more active in the communication with these
bodies and they should provide them with information based on which they should
prepare requests for interpretative decisions. The judges are those who should raise
awareness when they come across contradictory decisions of separate panels of the
supreme courts.
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vі. harmonization
of bulgarian law
with eu law

D

uring the period July – December 2011 at the level of the law
Bulgarian legislation introduced the requirements of a total
number of 12 directives (Table 15) or 8 fewer than the preceding
surveyed period. From the total number of harmonizing acts 7 transpose
directives and 5 provide for the application in the internal law of acts with
direct effect (regulations, decisions). In total for 2011 the number of the
implemented new or amending directives at the level of the law is 32 or
by 25 fewer than those implemented in 2010.
Based on the accumulated data for four preceding periods we may
draw the conclusion that there is a trend for decrease of the number
of directives which are introduced in internal law at the level of the act
(January – June 2010 – 32; July – December 2010 – 25; January – June
2011 – 20; July –December 2011 – 12). Naturally, no final conclusions
should be drawn from this observation as the data is influenced to a large
extent by the pace of adoption or amendment of EU law, as well as by the
fact that the number and matter of the acts introduced in the respective
survey is to a large extent arbitrary and it depends on the organization of
the work of the National Assembly.

Table 15

HARMONIZATION OF BULGARIAN LEGISLATION WITH THE EU LAW
Period
2011
July December
2011
January June 2011
2010

No. of acts
No.
which
implemented
implement the
directives
directives

No. formal
notification
letters by
the EC

No.
motivated
opinions

No. of
cases before
CEU

No. of
suspended
procedures

32

20

41

7

0

31

12

7

20

3

0

14

20

13

21

4

0

17

57

24

1

10

0

41

Source: Ciela; www.ec.europa.eu/legislation/

During the reviewed period 20 new procedures for breach of EU Law were
initiated against Bulgaria3. There is also the first (from the beginning of
the survey) decision of the European Commission (EC) for referring to the
Court of the European Union (CEU) with a conclusion about breach of EU
law by Bulgaria, i.e. for the first time a procedure against Bulgaria reaches
such advanced stage and it is not suspended within the administrative
procedure before the EC. Nevertheless, we should estimate positively the
fact that unlike other member states only a small number of the procedures
open against Bulgaria pass to other stages. There is preservation of the
relatively high number of procedures which are suspended as early as the
procedure before the EC and which do not reach court stage. Bulgaria is
still among the few countries without any sentencing decisions on a case
for breach of EU law.

3
It sould be noted that as of 2011 the European commission started publishing all formal notification letters whereas
until then only formal notification letters accompanied with a press releases were published on its webpage. This
explains the huge disproportions observed in the data between 2010 anmd 2011.
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Table 16

PROCEDURES FOR BREACH OF EU LAW
Official Notification
Letters

Motivated
Opinions

July December
2011

January June
2011

July December
2011

Decisions of the EC
to refer to the CEU

January June
2011

July December
2011

January June
2011

Cases initiated before
the CEU

Decisions of CEU
on cases for breach

July December
2011

January June
2011

July December
2011

January
- June
2011

Bulgaria

20

21

3

4

1

0

0

0

0

0

Romania

26

31

4

6

1

0

0

0

0

1

"The Czech
Republic"

25

34

7

8

0

3

1

5

0

0

Hungary

24

52

6

8

0

0

0

0

1

0

Germany

23

21

10

14

5

0

0

0

2

3

France

29

28

10

8

1

8

3

5

1

3

Austria

27

26

5

11

0

1

2

2

2

3

The Netherlands

20

21

12

4

3

2

1

2

0

1

Italy

46

59

15

10

5

3

2

3

5

4

January – June 2011. However, in general, in 2011 there is considerable
increase in the activity of the Bulgarian judicial institutions – the number of
preliminary requests has more than doubled – 8 in 2010 and 19 in 2011
(Figure 11). We should consider a positive trend the enlarging scope of the
subjects who raise preliminary requirements – whereas in 2010 those were
mainly the supreme courts and seldom Administrative Court (AC) – Sofia
City, in 2011 more and more courts have used this power in order to resolve
the cases raised before them (AC – Varna; AC – Veliko Tarnovo). The first
preliminary enquiry raised by a non-judicial jurisdiction – the Commission
against Discrimination, is also notable.
During this period the CEU issued 3 decisions on preliminary requests
where all three were raised by the Supreme Administrative Court. In
comparison to 2010 there is a 100% increase as regards the decisions
on preliminary requirements raised by Bulgaria in 2011 (3 for 2010 and
6 for 2011).
Figure 11

Source: www.ec.europa.eu/legislation/; Official Journal of the EU
Тable 17

PROCEDURES FOR BREACH OF EU LAW
Official Notification
Letters

Motivated
Opinions

Decisions of the EC
to refer to the CEU

Cases initiated before
the CEU

Decisions of CEU
on cases for breach

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

2010

Bulgaria

41

1

7

10

1

0

0

0

0

0

Romania

57

5

10

10

1

0

0

0

1

0

"the Czech
Republic"

59

3

15

22

3

6

6

2

0

3

Hungary

76

1

14

16

0

4

0

2

1

0

Germany

44

3

24

19

5

8

0

4

5

6

France

57

5

18

22

9

12

8

5

4

9

Austria

53

4

16

22

1

11

4

7

5

4

The Netherlands

41

2

16

19

5

7

3

4

1

2

Italy

105

4

25

24

8

7

5

6

9

9

Source: www.ec.europa.eu/legislation/; Official Journal of the EU

There is still a slight decrease in comparison to the preceding period
regarding the number of questions for preliminary rulings raised by Bulgaria
– 7 during the period July – December 2011 compared to 12 for the period
66

22

25

11

7
7
7

14

6
8

6
7

3

7

3
5

1
1

3

Source: Official Journal of the EU
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vii. situation of the basic
rights in the practice
of the echr

Most important conclusions and recommendations:
1. The established decrease of the number of directives transposed in the national
law by an act in the situation of permanently intensive changes in Bulgarian legislation
often weakens the public thesis that the high dynamics in this regard result from the
necessity to harmonize Bulgarian legal order with European Law.
2. There is a positive trend in the increase of the activity of the Bulgarian judicial
institutions regarding requests to interpret the primary and secondary legislation of
the EU – the double increase of the number of preliminary enquiries and decisions of
the CEU, as well as the inclusion of more and more subjects is an indication for the
increasing self-esteem and preparation of the Bulgarian courts to use effectively this
instrument in their judicial activity.

D

uring the second half of 2011 the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR) enacted 21 resolutions in substance against Bulgaria (Table
18) or by 20 fewer than the first half of 2011. Thus, in total for 2011
the number of resolutions against Bulgaria amounts to 62, i.e. with over
20% fewer than the preceding year. This is the first year when there is
a decrease in the number of the resolutions of ECHR against Bulgaria
unlike previous years when there was a permanent up going trend. There
is decrease in other monitored countries as well, where it is particularly
significant in Romania against which 68 resolutions were enacted or by
over 50% fewer than 2010. For some countries where there was a down
going trend we are seeing some increase in 2011 (Hungary, Germany).
Тable 18

ECHR - DECISIONS IN SUBSTANCE

Year

BULGARIA
Total
number of
decisions:
375

ROMANIA
Total
number of
decisions:
791

FINLAND
Total
number of
decisions:
151

HUNGARY
Total
number of
decisions:
211

GERMANY
Total
number of
decisions:
193

SPAIN
Total
number of
decisions:
91

2011

62

68

7

33

41

12

21

29

2

11

21

6

July - December
2011
January - June
2011
2010

41

39

5

22

20

6

81

143

17

21

36

13

2009

63

168

29

30

21

17

2008

59

199

9

44

10

3

2007

53

93

26

24

12

5

2006

45

73

17

32

10

5

2005

23

33

13

17

16

0

Source: www.echr.coe.int
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The data about the resolutions enacted by the ECHR in 2011 again confirms
the observation from preceding periods that the sentencing rulings against
Bulgaria are mainly for breaches of Article 6 and Article 13 of the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
(ECPHRFF), related to the duration of the procedures and the right for
effective protective means – respectively 21 and 26 rulings out of 52 in
total which establish breaches of the Convention.

On 12 October 2011 the ECHR issued a ruling on the case “the Hristovs
against Bulgaria” which establishes a breach in Article 3 and Article 13
of the ECPHRFF – ban on inhuman and humiliating treatment and right of
effective means of protection. The ruling is of interest since it comments
on some more general matters related to the cases of police violence
and refusal of the prosecutor’s office to conduct effective investigation
against complaints in this respect. These are the matters regarding:

The data about the sentencing rulings issued against Bulgaria from its
joining to the to the end of 2010 shows that the majority of the rulings
establish breaches related to the right of freedom and security – 31%,
followed by the rulings establishing breaches related to the duration of
the procedures – 20% and rulings establishing breaches related to the
right of effective means of protection – 14% (Figure 12). In absolute value
out of 343 sentencing rulings against Bulgaria in total, in 219 there is
breach of the right of freedom and security, in 141 – of the duration of
the procedures and in 99 – of the right of effective means of protection4.

The need to use masked and heavily armed police officers upon arrest in
family environment when there is no evident risk that the person will offer
armed resistance risking the life of their family;

Figure 12

The effective legal situation which does not allow the revealing of the
identity of the masked officers of the Ministry of Interior which results in
refusal of the prosecution to identify them and to question them regardless
whether in the particular case there was objective need to use masks;
The lack of a text in the Bulgarian penal law which incriminates in
particular the manifestations of inhuman and humiliating treatment that
only cause psychological trauma in non-military situation.
The ruling “the Hristovs against Bulgaria” is on a specific case, but it
is very likely that the court issues a pilot ruling, considering the large
number of complaints filed before the ECHR referring to similar cases.
In the period between 1998 and 2010, the ECHR enacted 27 sentencing
rulings against Bulgaria for police violence, i.e. more than 2 rulings per
year on average. With the exception of 2 cases, where due to lack of
sufficient evidence it is not established that violence was caused by police
officers and 1 case where the court did not consider the violence to be
grave enough, in all other cases Bulgaria was sentenced both for caused
violence and its ineffective investigation and therefore, inadequate
defense of the affected. The awarded compensations are in the amount
of almost BGN 906 000.5

Source: www.echr.coe.int
The number of sentencing rulings on the separate breaches exceeds the total number of the sentencing rulings
against Bulgaria since often in one ruling breach of more than one text of the ECPHRFF is established.

The claims filed against Bulgaria are also of interest (Fig. 13). In 2011
the claims against Bulgaria distributed according to court panels are
1206. The number of claims for 2011 is 1,61 per 10 000 people of the
population. While at the national level there are no significant measures

4

70

5

The Data is from analysis of the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee.
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for decrease of the sentencing rulings against Bulgaria, this decrease
may be related primarily to the reform in the control mechanism of the
ECPHRFF implemented by protocol No. 14, which is in effect as of 1 June
2010.
Figure 13
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1. In 2011 for the first time there is certain decrease in the number of the resolutions
in substance against Bulgaria, contrary to the established trend for constant increase
of this number in recent years. The observation during subsequent periods will show
whether this direction of development is steady.
2. There is still no complete concept and purposeful actions to reduce the number of
the sentencing rulings against Bulgaria. Bulgaria shall take specific measures for the
implementation of the first pilot decisions enacted by the ECHR in May 2011.

1600
1400

Most important conclusions and recommendations:

1206

3. The Bulgarian state should “read” very carefully each resolution of the ECHR. Even
though they are on specific cases, the resolutions of the Court in Strasbourg always
contain more general conclusions as well, regarding the condition of the legislation
and the practice of the judicial authorities in our country. The adoption of respective
measures due to specific resolutions of the ECHR on behalf of Bulgaria is important
not only in view of avoiding sentences on similar cases in the future but also as a
demonstration of a new approach of the country as regards the level of observance
and protection of human rights.

Source: www.echr.coe.int
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viii. a draft act
in focus

T

his survey for the first time analyses a draft act submitted to the
National Assembly within the surveyed period but not yet adopted
at second reading. The aim is to draw the attention to existing problems and risks prior to adopting a certain legislative decision and to offer
ways and arguments for their overcoming.
Within the framework of this analysis the draft act focused on, is the draft
of the Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Health Act, submitted by the Council of Ministers on 16 December 2011. One of the changes
proposed by the draft act is related to the implementation of full ban on
smoking in public places. There are at least two reasons for reviewing this
draft act. First, the decision to adopt a stricter regime regarding smoking
in public places was postponed several times and it is necessary to encourage the legislator. Second, the matter of the ban on smoking may be
used as a test for the attitude of Bulgarians towards rules – both for the
will of the institutions to introduce and control effectively the observance
of such ban and for the readiness of the citizens to obey a rule regardless
of their personal standing. These two reasons are grounds for including
questions related to the ban on smoking in the public opinion research
presented at the end of this analysis.
It is not necessary to provide arguments for the point of introducing ban
on smoking in closed public places. Not only because the survey is legal
(and the reasons for introducing the ban are not of legal nature) but also
because many times persuasive evidence was provided in support of this
decision. It is aimed at protection of the health and the benefits which
the ban on smoking has in that respect are beyond doubt. All reasons for
mitigating the ban of economic and even philosophical nature (the matter
is sometimes associated with the free human will) are not relevant when
it comes to the most significant value after human life, which is health.
Within this survey a brief overview of the history of the matter will be performed from the perspective of its legal regulation and the general situation
of the legislation against smoking in the EU member states will be presented.
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The Health Act is a relatively new act – it was adopted in August 2004 and
it came into effect on 1 January 2005. Prior to it the effective law was the
People’s Health Act of 1973 which banned smoking at work places where
non-smokers work and an ordinance issued on the grounds of the Act stipulated the public places where smoking was banned (besides schools,
health and administrative institutions, restaurants during lunch time, as
well as taxis were also included)
The effective regulation of the ban on smoking is under Article 56 of the
Health Act. In the initial draft of the act (as of the moment of its coming
into effect – 1 January 2005) a ban on smoking in closed public places is
stipulated, including public transport, closed work premises where there
is a provision for the Council of Ministers to issue an ordinance for the
conditions and order in which smoking is allowed by exception in separate
areas of these places.
Subsequently the provisions have undergone the following two amendments:
The Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Health Act, promulgated in SG, issue 41 of 2 June 2009 revokes the ground for issuing an
ordinance, therefore, the opportunity to allow exceptions from the ban.
It is provided that this revocation, i.e. the complete ban on smoking in
closed public places, public transport and the closed work places shall
come into effect on 1 June 2010.
The Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Health Act, promulgated in SG, issue 42 of 4 June 2010 introduces new regulation6 which allows
by way of exception smoking in separate premises of closed public places
determined by the law. The accent is on the manner of separation of the
premises for smoking and for announcing the information that is allowed. The
regulation was envisaged for coming into effect as of 2 June 2010.
Actually, from a legal perspective the situation is very peculiar. Between
1 June (when the full ban on smoking adopted with the preceding act for
amendment and supplementation came into effect) and 4 June (when the
new amendment to the act was promulgated, allowing for exceptions in
6
The regulation in the Health Act logically is close to the regulation created at the beginning of the 70s where there
is an underlying notion that it is enough to be informed and to agree that it is a smoking public place. In some aspect
the protection provided by the People’s Health Act and the acts to its application is even stronger.
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this ban) it turns out that in Bulgaria smoking in closed public places was
completely banned. The act promulgated on 4 June provided for reverse
effect of the new rules which introduce exceptions from the ban by stipulating that they come into effect as of 2 June 2010. Thus, on 4 June it became clear that the full ban on smoking was not valid on 2 and 3 June. As
far as the legislator did not provide anything as regards the date 1 June,
from a legal perspective on this day the ban came into and was in effect.
The Draft Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the Health Act
which was submitted on 16 December 2011 offers a rather strict and
contemporary regime regarding smoking in public places. It is banned in
all closed public places. The only exception is for separate premises in the
buildings of the airports. The ban is valid for certain open public places
(school terrains, school yards and school dormitories, crèche yards, kindergartens and places where social services for children are provided). It
was proposed that this regime should come into effect as of 1 June 2012.
Unlike effective provisions which expressly include in the scope of the regime the closed work places, the proposed draft act fails to mention them
either by chance or not. In view of avoiding interpretations and disputes
whether work places fall within the definition of public places (contained
in the Additional Provisions), which is actually rather casuistic, it is recommended for them to be signified as separate category which should also
be covered by the ban.

and Austria) whose legislation is assessed as weak from the perspective
of the protection of the non smokers. 6 states (Greece, Poland, Slovakia,
Denmark, the Netherlands and Germany) provide limited protection. In 2
countries (Portugal and Hungary) there is an ongoing discussion about
the forthcoming changes in the legislation.
The remaining 13 member states, as well as Norway and Turkey have
strict regulation of the smoking in public places. It is obvious that the contemporary understanding adopted by most EU member states requires
stricter regulation of smoking in public places and it is time for Bulgaria
to adopt it as well. By recommendation of the Council of the European
Union 2009/C 296/02 the year 2012 is stipulated as deadline for the
member states to prepare legislation providing comparable level of protection within the Community (in compliance with their obligation under
the Framework Convention for Control over Tobacco, adopted within the
World Health Organization). The implementation of a deadline with legal
mandatory act of the European Union is discussed. Bulgaria should not
take its usual pending position and take the necessary steps only after
Brussels reprimands it.

In the public sphere there are ideas for a new postponement of the full
ban on smoking. The criticism on behalf of restaurant and hotel owners
that in compliance with the regulation adopted in 2010 they have made
serious investment7 cannot be a reason for new postponement of this
important decision. Naturally, they are grounded from the perspective of
the assumed managing and legislative approach which is inconsistent
and misleading.
Additional arguments in favour of the submitted draft act are provided
by the situation of the legislation in the EU member states (Fig. 14)8. Bulgaria is none of the 4 states (together with Romania, the Czech Republic
7
According to data of the Association of the hotel and restaurant owners over 50 million BGN were spent in total
on ventilation systems and glass panels in their hotels and restaurants.
8
The data is from Smoke free partnership – a European network of NGOs. The map includes Norway and Turkey
although they are not EU members.
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Figure 14

Strict
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Limited

Ongoing discussion

Source: http://www.smokefreepartnership.eu
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The reviewed draft of the Act for Amendment and Supplementation of the
Health Act deserves a comment in relation to one more matter, namely
the proposal to implement a ban on selling energy drinks to children. During the discussion of the draft act at first reading in the leading commission9 the Minister of Healthcare pointed out that it was possible for this
ban to drop out due to the necessity to do research whether it complies
with the legislation of the European Union. This approach may be criticized in two directions. First, it is a principal situation that the law of the
EU introduces minimum mandatory standards to be observed by all member states. They may introduce additional stricter protection as long as
this does not contradict the fundamental principles and freedoms of the
Union. Second, even if such research is necessary, it should be carried
out prior to submitting the draft act to the National Assembly (particularly
when the movant is the Council of Ministers). This is one more example of
a draft act which has been submitted without the necessary preliminary
preparation.

9

The draft act was adopted at first reading in the Healthcare Commission on 15 February 2012.
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Іх. topic of the issue:
problems of criminal
jurisdiction in bulgaria

T

his survey attempts at pointing out several key problems of
the criminal jurisdiction upon which the debate on the future
development of this sphere may focus.10

Each discussion for improving the criminal jurisdiction requires taking
into account several key aspects of its substance and meaning in modern
societies:
Criminal jurisdiction is a complex legally regulated process which includes separate stages with the participation of different authorities
which implement respective procedures. The stages, authorities and procedures are components of one system and as such they are interrelated
and are subject to certain principles. The systematic character of the jurisdiction means that its functioning is determined by a number of factors
and all of them together and separately influence the achievement of the
final result – the implementation of penal repression of the state in the
event of criminal violation.
In the modern world the forms of criminal activity are constantly getting more complex. Hence, the necessity of constant improvement of the
mechanisms and methods for solving and investigating the multitude of
criminal deeds.
The state through its authorities participates actively in all stages of the
penal process. Therefore, the effectiveness of the criminal jurisdiction is
turning into a criterion for the effectiveness of the state governance as a
whole and an indicator of state organization.
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sial expectations towards the authorities implementing criminal justice.
It also explains why the negative public evaluation of the jurisdiction is
usually characterized by stability in terms of its intensity and demonstration in time.
In the years of democratic development of Bulgaria the question about
the reform of the criminal jurisdiction has been one of the key questions
both in internal and external political aspect. A number of changes were
implemented, including in terms of legislation. The characteristic feature
of the changes during recent years is the lack of systematic approach or
otherwise, the changes are made “fragmentarily”. The dynamics of change
of the substantive and procedural penal laws clearly indicates this. The
Penal Code is from 1968 and it has a total number of 77 amendments and
supplementations. As of its creation until 1990 it has had 18 amendments
and supplementations or 1,2 amendments on average per year. Since
1990 until this moment the amendments and supplementations are
59 or 2,8 amendments on average per year. The average yearly pace
of amendment of the Penal Code has been particularly intensive since
2005. For this period the number of the amendments amounts to 35,
which means that the law has been changed 4,1 times on average per
year.11 The Penal Procedure Code which was adopted in 2005 already has
16 amendments and supplementations or 2,3 amendments on average
per year.
This analysis summarizes the key problems of the criminal jurisdiction
into the following groups: General functional problems; Specific problems
related to the individual authorities implementing criminal jurisdiction;
Problems of the substantive criminal law.
І. General functional problems
Functioning of the system of administrative control authorities

The public is highly sensitive in its reaction to the matters of the criminal
jurisdiction as they are directly related to the human need for justice and
retribution. This determines the high and often unrealistic and controver-

The effective administrative jurisdiction is a prerequisite to the more
effective and qualitative criminal prosecution on two grounds at least.
On one hand, the effective and timely sanctioning of the administrative
breaches undoubtedly has a preventive function regarding committing
crimes. On the other hand, these authorities (The Bulgarian National

10
The direction, scope and form of this survey do not allow providing exhaustive and thorough analysis of the
problems of criminal jurisdiction. Only some of them are raised here as according to the team of the project they
determine the functioning of the system of criminal jurisdiction in greater extent.

11
Some of the changes are in line with the harmonization with the EU law but the predominant number are
autonomous decisions of the national legislator.
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Audit Office, the National Revenue Agency, the State Financial Inspection
Agency, etc.) should estimate precisely and carefully when the breach is
a crime and inform and provide the necessary data to the investigation
authorities. The development of the penal procedure depends on the
correctness of this judgment and the quality of the provided information.
In this regard the good interaction and cooperation between the administrative
control authorities and the authorities of the criminal jurisdiction is a key
element of the effectiveness and functioning of the system.
Qualification and specialization
This matter is of key importance particularly in the context of the
always complicating forms of organized criminal activity and increasing
“specialization” of the persons performing such activity. The sole
adequate answer is the respective qualification and specialization of the
judicial authorities.12 In Bulgaria very often the question of specialization
is incorrectly raised – based on structure rather than on functionality. The
specialization should be perceived more as accumulation of knowledge,
skills and competences13 and not so much as establishment of new
authorities and structures loaded mainly with the claim for specialization14
Corruption
The matter of corruption in the judicial system and of the scope of this
phenomenon is extremely complex. The establishment of the cases of
corruption is principally objectively obstructed from the substance of
this act, which supposes mutual interest in both parties. The efforts
for limitation of this phenomenon in the judicial system suppose consistency and complex approach – increase of the authority and social
status of the magistrates; decrease of the load of the magistrates and
overcoming the disproportions in that regard (including thorough legislative change, limiting the scope of the penal repression); effective system
for imposing disciplinary punishments; effective implementation of all
organizational measures (random distribution of the cases, etc.); building public attitude of intolerance to each act of corruption.
12

The discussion of the reform in the legal education should be renewed.

The idea of the establishment of special MA programs only for lawyers – on finance, accountancy, etc., may be
discussed again.

13

14
An expressive example in this regard is the fact that the persons appointed as judges in the specialized penal
court had training on conducting a court hearing as they do not possess the necessary practice and experience.
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As it was stated, the functioning of the judicial authorities and the public
trust in the judicial system are mutually determined. In this respect the
matter of the transparency of the judicial system acquired priority significance. The greater transparency both upon appointing magistrates and
regarding their activity (as far as this does not go beyond the limitations
of the law and of the normal understanding beyond which the work is unreasonably obstructed) will contribute to the limitation of the corruption
practices and to the increase of the openness and from there of the trust
of the society in the judicial authorities.
ІІ. Specific problems related to the individual authorities implementing
criminal jurisdiction
Problems in the activity of the preliminary investigation of the police
One of the underestimated problems in the police activity due to the fact
that it has objective dimensions which are hard to establish, is the passive attitude of the police authorities in a number of cases when there is
information (operational information or even publicly announced) about
criminal conduct of certain persons. These persons do not become subject of criminal prosecution at all and the authorized bodies do not undertake any action against them. The possible explanations are either lack
of political will or unwillingness on behalf of the respective institutional
leaders to oppose persons with certain influence or the existence of dependence and connection between all parties.
Bulgaria is one of the countries which have the largest discrepancy between registered crime (the so called police statistics) and the actually
committed crimes (established through special victimizing research performed on sociological principle). The research shows that during recent
years about 550 000 crimes are committed here on average per year of
which the police registers about 100 00015.
The data about the initiated cases and the issued verdicts according to
type of crime is also of interest. The relative share of the issued sentences
is the largest in transport crimes and some thefts. The instances for initiated cases for organized crime and corruption are between 6 and 7% of
the total number of initiated cases.
The data is from the National Research on crime of the Centre for Study of Democracy, report “Trends for crime
in Bulgaria 2000 – 2010”.
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There is low detection of crimes committed by organized criminal groups
and of the existing forms of corruption activity and the main reason is
the weak operational police work and the insufficient preparation of the
cases at the preliminary stage16. This is the main reason for postponement of the criminal cases at the preliminary case.
Problems in the activity of the prosecutor’s office
Outside the general functional problems in the activity of the state prosecution there is another problem, namely, the work load of the prosecutors. According to information of the prosecutor’s office, on average, a
prosecutor from the Sofia District Prosecutor’s Office and from the Sofia
City Prosecutor’s Office has to review 350 cases. This alone creates two
groups of problems. On one hand, at this volume it is difficult to achieve
the necessary quality of work, which is often found out at the court stage
of the cases. On the other hand, the chances to exercise corruption pressure increase considerably upon objective impossibility of the prosecutor
to choose which cases to review with priority, whether to hold or move
forward certain case or not, etc.
Problems in the activity of the court
The thesis that the “Court lets them go” is not confirmed by the data
about the number of sentences and acquittals. In Bulgaria 90 – 94% of
the cases end with sentences. This is usually contradicted by the argument that the statistics does not look the same regarding the so called
cases of a particular public interest117. According to information of the
prosecutor’s office in the period August 2011 – January 2012 the total
number of sentenced persons for all cases of particular public interest is
2014, and the acquittals for the same period are 79 (or 4%).
The main problem about the cases of particular public interest does not
concern the number of sentences but rather the fact that very often in
such cases a criminal prosecution is not initiated at all or if initiated it
does not procede to the judicial stage.
We have to take into account the circumstance that these cases are considerably more complex and require
more efforts and resources (both organizational and material, as well as from the point of view of the degree of
professional preparation and specialization of the investigating authorities).

16

17
“Cases of particular public interest” are the cases which the EC took interest in, the cases related to
accummulation and management of EU funds, observed by OLAF. as well as the cases related to organized crime;
corruption; money laundering; misappropriation of EU funds; tax crimes; counterfeited payment instruments; drug
trafficking; trafficking of human beings, etc. according to Decision of the SJC (Protocol no. 39 of 8 October 2008).
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The problems at the court stage are related to the heavy work load and
the serious disproportions of the load of the judges (e.g. for the first half
of 2011 one criminal judge at the Sofia District Court had 67 cases per
month on average, and one criminal judge from the Yambol District Court
- 2418 and the numerous postponements of the cases (the main reason is
the insufficient preparation of the cases at the preliminary stage).
Another problem is the formal participation of the court jury in the penal
process.
ІІІ. Problems of the substantive criminal law
The effective Penal Code dates from 1968. It was adopted upon different
public and political situation and reflects a different concept of the criminal law and its role. The numerous changes in the criminal law disrupt its
inner logic and incur contradictions and lack of coordination. After the reform of the criminal procedure law, the next step should be taken, namely
– the adoption of a new Penal Code. It should reflect the contemporary
notion of the criminal law as more protective and less repressive law. This
understanding should be implemented along two basic lines: limitation
of the scope of the penal repression and updating of the system of measures for penal impact.
The new Penal Code should offer solutions in at least several key directions:
Decriminalization - revocation from the Penal Code of crimes which have
lost their public significance and/or which their public significance does
not require the interference of penal duress.
According to different estimates those are between 20% and 30% of
the crimes provided for in the law in force. By way of example: beggary,
parasitism (receiving income not from employment in unauthorized or
immoral manner); speculation (selling items at prices higher than the price
initially paid for the items); hiding an obstruction to marriage (the only
actually applicable hypothesis here is a document crime); misappropriation
of a found item; receiving undue material benefit for performing work or
activity (this crime includes for example receiving a tip) etc.
The decriminalization is aimed at preserving the penal duress for
18

The data is summarized by the Supreme Judicial Council.
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protection of public values which really need it. Part of the provisions
subject to revocation either repeat or merge with other crimes effective
in other parts of the code. In some events for committing the conduct
described therein special laws provide for faster applicable administrative
penal liability. This is how conditions are created for optimized criminal
jurisdiction which will not be exhausted in counteraction to apparent
criminal threats. The decriminalization will objectively reduce violence in
society withdrawing the duress of the state from spheres and phenomena
where it is no longer a necessary regulator.
Extension of the applicability of regimes leading to replacement of criminal liability by administrative liability in the event of less serious crimes

dramatically the general picture single-handedly. Consequently, they
should be supported in their efforts by the executive and the legislative
authority. A body such as the Supreme Judicial Council which in its concept
is simultaneously democratic (it includes representatives of the three
powers) and professional (by definition its members know the system
from a different point of view) may become a center of an exhaustive
and thorough discussion of the problems based on which to propose a
complex of measures for their overcoming. Why this is not working in
several consecutive panels of the Supreme Judicial Council is matter of
separate analysis.

The changes in the institute currently provided for under Article 78a of the
Penal Code in combination with a change in the system of punishments
and their differentiation in the Particular Part will result in applying administrative liability to a larger number of deeds performed by accident,
i.e. non-recidivous. Two main objectives will be achieved in this manner.
On one hand, protection of the respective public relations will be achieved
in a more timely and effective manner. On the other hand, the slow and
heavily formal penal procedure will be preserved for more serious violations where more serious guarantees are needed in reality for the rights
of the participants therein. This is how the resource and energy necessary
to the judicial authorities to do better quality work will be released.
Change in the system of punishments
A discussion should be held on the necessity to change the system of
crimes in view of making it comply with the contemporary notions of
achieving the aims of the punishment and for strict observance of the
principle of correspondence of crimes and punishments. Upon determination of the punishment for the individual crime we should start not from
the merely abstract notion of the public threat of certain crime but from
the evaluation which society provides to the respective criminal violation.
The review of the jurisdiction and in particular the criminal jurisdiction
as a system presupposes a systematic approach both upon defining
problems and offering measures for their solution. In this respect the
interaction between the institutions is of key importance. Neither the
Ministry of Interior nor the prosecutor’s office or the court may change
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х. Social Survey

3. WHICH IS THE INSTITUTION THAT HAS THE MAIN RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PROBLEMS IN THE BULGARIAN LEGISLATION? (Only 1 answer was given)

T

he social survey opinion is conducted by the Institute of Social Surveys
and Marketing MBMD in the period 3 – 8 February 2012. The extract
includes 1200 citizens of the country of legal age determined by
two-degree random quota extract according to the indicators of sex, age,
education and type of populated area. The used method for registration
of the information is a direct standardized interview in the homes of the
respondents.

1. HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE BULGARIAN LEGISLATION IN GENERAL?
(Only 1 answer was given)

%
2010

2011

2012

Average grade

3.17

3.11

3.08

No answer

5.6

8.2

8.7

2 Weak

23.1

28.6

24.9

3 Average

39.4

31.1

37.9

4 Good

26.3

26.5

25.2

5 Very good

4.4

5.0

2.8

6 Excellent

1.3

0.6

0.5

2010

2011

2012

2. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ARE THE MAIN WEAKNESSES OF THE BULGARIAN
LEGISLATION? (Up to 3 answers were given)
No answer

6.6

5.8

7.9

It often changes

50.0

34.2

40.0

It is very disorderly – many acts, regulations, ordinances

40.0

30.5

41.5

The acts are unclear, one has to be an expert to understand them

47.7

43.0

48.9

It does not comply to a sufficient extent with the European legislation

17.6

22.0

17.1

Laws are good but are not applied

43.2

47.6

48.8

Other

0.9

1.0

1.5
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2010

2011 2012

No answer

7.5

9.7

11.5

The National Assembly because it often changes the laws

41.4

36.5

27.0

The Council of Ministers because it adopts an unnecessary large number of regulations and ordinances

24.3

14.8

12.8

The court, because its resolutions are not objective

15.7

23.6

28.5

The police because it does not perform its functions well

2.2

4.6

6.3

The Prosecutor’s office because it does not prepare the accusations well

8.9

10.3

13.9

-

Other

0.6

-

4. WHICH INSTITUTIONS WOULD YOU TURN TO IF YOUR RIGHTS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED?
(Only 1 answer was given)

2010

2012

I cannot give an answer

10.5

11.6

The National Assembly

4.5

0.8

The Court

39.6

30.6

The Police

33.5

24.7

The Prosecutor’s Office

20.1

8.6

The European Parliament

4.5

2.4

The European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg

4.2

13.8

The Ombudsman

18.1

4.9

The Trade Unions

0.2

0.7

Other

0.1

1.9

5. ACCORDING TO YOU WHAT ARE THE MAIN REASONS FOR BREACHING THE LEGAL ORDER?
(More than 1 answer was given)

2012

I cannot give an answer

5.5

The unawareness of the acts and the other legal provisions

10.2

The frequent change in them

16.2

The scattered and confusing legislation (many acts, rules and ordinances)

17.9

The unwillingness to observe the rules

22.7
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The slow administrative and court procedures (one case may be heard for years)

27.0

Yes, if constant control is exercised

32.1

Corruption

33.6

Yes, if the sanctions for the offenders – smokers are increased

22.6

Other

0.7

Yes, if sanctions are increased for the responsible persons at the respective public place

22.0

Yes, if the compliance with the ban is monitored by the police and prosecutor’s office

10.7

No, because control will not be effective enough

28.3

No, because people are not used to observing rules

38.8

Other

0.1

6. DO YOU SUPPORT THE BAN ON SMOKING IN CLOSED PUBLIC PLACES (RESTAURANTS, BARS,
CINEMAS, THEATRES, HOTELS, ETC.) INCLUDING PUBLIC TRANSPORT, AS WELL AS CLOSED WORK
PREMISES? (Only 1 answer was given)

2012

I cannot give an answer

6.6

Entirely support

50.2

Partially support

25.1

Do not support at all

18.2

7. ACCORDING TO YOU IS IT PERMISSIBLE TO HAVE CLOSED PUBLIC PLACES WHERE THE BAN IS NOT
EFFECTIVE? (Only 1 answer was given)

2012

I cannot give an answer

4.6

In restaurants, bars, cafes, etc. Where there are specially designated premises for smokers

48.0

In restaurants, bars, cafes, etc. with an entirely night work schedule

28.6

At stations, airports

6.4

In hotels

2.6

In taxis

1.1

In specially designated detached premises at the work place

28.8

Other

0.3

There should be no places where the ban is not effective

18.4

8. DO YOU THINK THE BAN ON SMOKING IN CLOSED PUBLIC PLACES WILL BE IMPLEMENTED WITHIN
THE TERM IT WAS SCHEDULED FOR, NAMELY 1 JUNE 2012? (Only 1 answer was given)

2012

I cannot give an answer

20.7

Yes

34.2

No, it will be postponed

45.1

9. DO YOU THINK THAT AFTER IT IS IMPLEMENTED THE BAN ON SMOKING IN CLOSED PUBLIC PLACES
WILL BE OBSERVED? (Up to three answers were given)

2012

I cannot give an answer

90

6.2
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Notes
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